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ABSTRACT
The	 Wireless	 Microphone	 designed	 and	 developed
	 by
r
Telephonics	 Corporation
	 is	 a	 lightweight,
	
portable
and	 wireless	 voice	 communications
	 device	 for
	 use	 by
the
	
crew	 of	 the	 Space	 Shuttle	 Orbiter.	 The	 Wireless
f
Microphone	 allows	 the	 crew	 to	 have	 normal	 hands-free
voice	 communication	 while	 they	 are	 performing	 various
mission
	
activities.	 The	 unit	 is	 designed
	
to	 transmit
at	 455	 or	 500	 kilohertz	 and	 employs	 narrow	 !sand	 FM
modulation.	 Two	 orthogonally	 placed	 antennas	 are
used	 to	 insure good	 reception at	 the	 receiver..
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SUMMARY
OBJECTIVES
Voice communications between crew members of the Space Shuttle Orbiter
play a--vital role in the successful mission of the space craft and
therefore necessitated a need for reliable communication systems and
equipment. Since it is highly probable that crew members will be away
from their assigned static,.­s, and, at these times have the need for
verbal communication, the requirement for development of the Wireless
Microphone Communication System became obvious.
SCOPE
This Final Report provides information pertaining to the development
of the Wireless Microphone Communication System. The report provides
in depth coverage of the investigation, tests, and evaluation of the
following:
•	 Propagation methods leading to the selection of a 455 KHz
carrier frequency as described in Appendix A.
•	 Equipment resign and modification which is described in
Appendix B.
•	 Tests performed on the equipment as described in Appendix C.
•	 Schematics are provided in Appendix D.
•	 In addition, separate investigations were made on various
headsets best suited for use with the Wireless Microphone
Communication System. Final reports have been published on
these items and are included in this report (see Appendix E) .
•	 Test results are provided in Appendix F.
TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS
A major effort involving the development of a multi-channel two-way
communication system was pursued, but, due to subsequent financial lim-
ita'cions, the resulting end product design became a two-channel one-way
communication system of which four transmitters and two receivers were
delivered. As a final modification made prior to delivery, a limited
multi-channel option was included to enable the transmitters to broad-
cast on either ICOM ^jr PTT basis. This last minute addition, coupled
with limited funding remaining, could not result in completely fool-
proof implementations.
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RESULTS
Of the four methods of wave propagation (magnetic, RF, optical, and
acoustic) investigated for use in the Wireless Microphone Communication
System, it has been determined that magnetic coupling best matched the
operating and propagation environment of the metallic spacecraft en-
vironment.
Magnetic field strength did not exhibit the deep nulls that could be
experienced at RF frequencies or be as sensitive to path or transducers
blockage as the optical or ultrasonic links. While the RF links were
more efficient for a given transmitted power, the advantage was of
small consequence within the short propagation distances of the cabin.
Optical and RF links could provide larger bandwidths that the magnetic
or ultrasonic but for the voice band that was needed, the advantge was
of little value. The receiver at the magnetic frequency of 450 KHz
did not require the superheterodyning of the RF receives at VHF. The
optical system required multiple radiation diodes to overcome possible
path interference and even with the best of diode layout could not as-
sure complete freedom from diode blockage.
The interference of the wireless communicator with other spacecraft
equipment required great care with the RF system. However, based 'upon
the NASA supplied data on spacecraft frequencies an RF frequency at
4O0 MHz would have been satisfactory; the 450 KHz magnetic frequency
caused no interference.
CONCLUSIONS
Conclusions derived from the investigations conducted during the devel-
opment of the Wireless Microphone Communication System are as follows:
r
0 Magnetic coupling proved to be the best method of wave pro-
pagation which was selected for this purpose.
•
	
	 The equipment, as built, has the necessary characteristics
to meet requirements as demonstrated by the performance
tests but has not yet been refined to a final configuration
suitable for direct inclusion in the wireless microphone
E;
	
	
or in the receiver/SMU portion of the Audio Distribution
System.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Recommendations offered by this Final Report are as follows:
iF	 •	 Work should be continued to build a wireless microphone
LI	
communication system that uses fully militarized and NASA
components leading to a system with improved reliability
and reproducibility.
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•	 g uild a receiver unit with equivalent characteristics to
that of the transmitter and package the receiver to fit
into the SMU of the Audio Distribution System.
r<
	
•	 Expand the Wireless Microphone Communication System to en-
able two-way communications.
• Adequate funding be provided to enable the development and
subsequent delivery of a multi-channel system with two-way
communication possibilities.
a^
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MAIN BODY OF REPORT
INTRODUCTION
This section of the final report reviews the design considerations of
the wireless Microphone System delivered to NASA under this contract.
First, a review of Telephonics' study of the prior art anu available
equipment is presented which reveals several basic shortcomings of
such available equipment when used in a space vehicle environment.
Secondly, the synthesis of a suitable system is discussed in deta.lI.
Finally, reasons for the particular circuit design are discussed in
relation to the technical specifications of the contract.
The purpose of the Wireless Microphone is to provide crew members of
the Space Shuttle Orbiter with a communications capability while away
from their normal station positions. The wireless microphone elimi-
nates the need for connecting umbilical cables which would be incon-
venient, interfere with free movement, and possibly even be hazardous.
In the "VOX" mode, it permits hands-free automatic operation so that
the crew member can concentrate on various mission activities.
DISCUSSION
A review of prior state-of-the-art and available equipment was made
in which three sources of information were researched: 	 (1) final re-
ports of military study contracts, (2) technical journals of various
engineering societies and (3) catalogs and data sheets of commercially
available equipment. Briefly, in making this review, it became quickly
obvious that none of these references and equipment designs dealt ade-
quately with signal fade-out due to nulls caused by strong reflected
waves when operated inside a metallic enclosure such as the space
shuttle. In order to reduce the probability of a drop-out, standard
practice was to use more than one receiver either in frequency or
space diversity. Still, the drop-out probability was nowhere near the
zero percent value which Telephonics felt was mandatory for a space
application. In addition, there was the problem of avoiding antenna
directional characteristics which would also produce nulls or signal
drop-outs. This is the characteristic of wire or whip antennas. Fur-
thermore, such antennas can be easily detuned by touching them, they
take up space and interference with crew movements, they are a hazard
to eyes and can easily be broken off. All of this rules out the whip
antennas that are used in wireless microphone equipment.
All of the commercial systems we know of use frequencies above 20 mega-
hertz. At these frequencies, narrow band voice frequency channels re-
quire precise crystal-controlled superheterodyne or double superhetero-
dyne receivers. Transmitters also require crystal control and, in the
case of FM modulation preferred over other forms of modulation, the
portable package carried by the crew man becomes too complex, bulky,
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ana power-hungry. All of this tends to degrade reliability and mater-
ially raise costs. It was clear that the communications industry had
never audressed itself to the unique requirements of NASA.
Lastly, a choice of frequency had to be made. Certainly, the whole of
the radio frequency spectrum is, for all practical purposes, saturated
world-wide. While the system is to operate within the craft, it is not
shielded against high frequen^y signals due to the relatively large
window openings. While NASA's contract does not specify a secure sys-
tem free of jamming, Telephonics has taken this into full consideration.
NASA requires the wireless microphone to operate within the space
shuttle in the upper flight deck and in the lower living quarters deck.
The two decks are connected by a passage way opening about 30" in di-
ameter. The wireless microphone transmitters are to have a choice of
two operating frequencies, one for the upper deck and one for the low-
er deck. This avoids the interference that would be caused when crew
memo ers are near the opening between decks and only one frequency is
used for both decks. Each deck is provided with a receiver so posi-
tioned as to limit the maximum operating range from the transmitter to
11 feet. NASA nas located the receivers on the rear bulkhead in the
best position to keep the operating range to a minimum.
It is our understanding from discussions with Rockwell that the re-
ceiver locations are just below fluorescent lights located less than
one foot from the receiver antenna. At this time we do not know if
these lights are shielded or what the noise level at the antennas will
be. Since we lack definite data on noise level to be expected within
the craft, it was decided to design the transmitter for one watt input
to its antennas. Should this power not be needed, this level can be
easily lowered by changing the value of one resistor.
One watt appeared to be close to the maximum power that could be drawn
from the new Mallory Lithium Organic batteries and have them last the
expected 90 hour mission time. The lithium organic cells, unlike
other types of lithium cells, have a proven record against explosion,
even with unrealistic extremes of tests. This, coupled with a built-
in fuse to limit the maximum possible short-circuit current, further
guarantees protection against its explosion. It is to be remembered
that all batteries can rupture or explode under short-circuit condi-
tions. Full information submitted by the lithium battery division of
Mallory has been presented to NASA for evaluation. This type of cell
is remarkable in that it has several times the watt-hour capability
of any other kind of battery for a given weight or size. During the
course of this contract, no preference could be determined from NASA
or Rockwell with respect to a choice of small cells, to be replaced
during the mission, or larger cells to last the duration of the mis-
sion. The latter was Telephonics' choice and the design was imple-
mented accordingly. VOX or PTT transmitter operation is required by
NASA, and such operation conserves battery power. No firm figure
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could be determined, however, either from NASA or Rockwell, as to the
probable ratio of ON to OFF time. This ratio and thQ power required
to override noise are certainly difficult matters to determine and
Telephonics appreciates this. Hence, it was planned to make the bat-
tery pack separate from the transmitter so that it is simple to rede-
sign the pack without dxstrubing the transmitter design, This type of
cell has a nominal voltage of 2.92 volts which, under light loads, re-
mains almost as constant as a mercury battery to the end of its life.
This considered, it was decided to design the transmitter circuits to
operate on a 6V supply.
In order to avoid nulls produced by strong reflections, the wavelength
of the signal must be much larger than the spacecraft dimensions. For
this reason, low frequencies of 455 and 5UU kilohertz were chosen,
corresponding to wavelengths of 660 and 60U meters, respectively.
Since the maximum dimension in either the upper or lower deck compart-
ments is about seven meters, reflections from the walls will be in
phase for all practical purposes. With the direct and reflected waves
in phase, the two will add and noticeably improve the signal level.
With the receiving antennas less than one inch from an aluminum re-
flecting surface, there will be about a 6 dB improvement in signal
level due to the first reflection.
At these low frequencies, very compact ferrite antennas are practical
for covering the small range (11 feet) inside the craft. For this
short range, use is made of the near magnetic field. In effect, the
transmitter and receiver antennas constitute loosely coupled trans-
former windings. Strength of this coupling decreases as the inverse
cube of distance, hence the system is inherently a short range one
which insures security and freedom from jamming. Furthermore, the
craft's relatively small window openings, compared to wavelength, will
substantially attenuate signals entering and leaving the craft. The
rapid attenuation of the signal with distance also guarantees that
multiple reflections will net cause nulls due to increasing phase dif-
ferences.
In order to make an omnidirectional system with ferrite antennas, the
transmitter requires two bar antennas mounted orthogonally and excited
by two signals in time quadrature. Also, two independent receivers
with ferrite antennas mounted orthogonally are required to avoid nulls
due to the directional characteristics of the antennas. The orthogonal
relationship of each set of antennas is in the form of an "X", rather
than an "L", in order to avoid objectionable mutual coupling between
antennas.
The transmitter antennas are 2.5" long with a cross-section of 0.48"
x 0.12". The receiver antennas are 3.75" long with the same cross-
section. We find these antennas can be mounted as close as 0.5" from
#	 an aluminum surface with the 0.48" dimension parallel to the surface
without any significant degradation in performance. This applies to
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both the receiver and the transmitter. Tests show that detuning due
to hand capacity, U.5" from the antennas, does not degrade performance
to any noticeable extent. Since the efficiency of a ferrite antenna
i s extremely low for the power input used in this system, the radiated
power density lU meters from the antenna will be less than 'one micro-
microwatt. Each time the antenna length is cut in half, the range is
cut in half for a given power. Through a series of experiments,
Telephonics has reduced the length of the transmitter and receiver
antennas until transmitter battery power reached one watt for a range
of 22 feet. At this ran ge, FM reception was clear, quiet and solid
for all relative positions of transmitter and receiver antennas. The
noise environment of the Telephonics Lab is judged to be a very high
one due to many Large fluorescent lights that are closely spaced and
about eight feet above the floor. Here the characteristics of an FM
system, which suppresses noise and holds signal level constant with
large signal strength variations, proved highly useful. (A full study
of this system's RFI immunity was made and was discussed in Test No. 5
of the report made to NASA on September 15, 1976 (see Appendix D).
From the above, it is seen that battery size vs. antenna size must be
a trade off. This also involved the decision to have a separate bat--
tery pack last the duration of the mission which is at most seven days.
A study of the Mallory Lithium Organic Cells shows the LO-30 size cap-
able of meeting these requirements for an ON/OFF duty time of 158.
This cell is slightly smaller than a D size cell, 1.16" diameter and
2.35" long, with electrical ratings of 7.5 A/Hr., 160 mA rated drain,
and an open circuit voltage of 2.92V. The cell must be operated about
12 minutes to bring the voltage up to its rated value. Under load,
the cell voltage will be 2.65V until about 908 of its life is reached,
thereafter it begins to roll off rapidly. For 160 mA and 908 life
cell will last 42 hours. For 158 ON/OFF duty, the cell will last 29U
hours. Two cells are required for the 5.70V transmitter supply design.
Cells smaller than the LO-30 drop rapidly in efficiency for their size.
Alsg, efficiency drops about 308 for temperture extremes of -20 and
125 F.
This study formed the basis of the system recommended. by Telephonics,
which considers many special requirements. In the future, Telephonics
believes this system can easily be extended in range by the use of
more than one set of receivers. The simplicity of the receivers (two
mount on a plug board 3" x 5") makes this practical. This simplicity
also could make a two-way system practical.
TRANSMITTER DESIGN
The system proposed uses narrow band FM moudulation where the modula-
tion index is unity. The audio frequency range is 300 - 3000 Hertz.
The system is capable of being modulated down to dc. This is necessary
because a momentary do controlled shift in transmitter frequency is
used to generate a signal which activates the receiver ICOM mode.
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With an index of one, the bandwidth will be 6 kilohertz. A bridge T
type oscillator is modulated by means of back-to-back varicap capac i
-tors. Oscillation amplitude is held constant and in class A operation
by diode limiters. The supply voltage is held constant by a zener
diode. Overmodulaton is prevented by back-to-back diodes which limit
the modulation voltage to 1.uV pp. The microphone amplifier low power
IC is capable of sufficient gain to work with any low level, low impe-
dance microphone. It is recommended that the gain be set for 12 dB
clipping by the modulation limiter diodes to improve the signal/noise
of the system. This type of FM modulated oscillator is sufficiently
stable to stay well within the wider passband of the receiver over the
required temperature range. Associated with the microphone amplifier
are the VOX circuits. Attack and hold time constants are separate.
In VOX operation, the standby power consumption is kept as low as pos
sidle (12 mw) .
The oscillator provides two output signals phased 90 o
 apart. This is
accomplished by an R-C network connected to the collector and emitter.
This network requires the signals at the collector and emitter. This
network requires the signals at the collector and emitter to be equal
in amplitude, hence RI-5 and R1-6 are made equal. In order to avoid
loading this network and the oscillator, two buffer FET amplifiers are
used between the oscillator and the final power amplfiers. The power
amplifiers are Class C type, using 2N3467 transistors. These are con-
servatively rated for the 0.5 watt output to each ferrite antenna.
They are also able to take the extra load prior to tuning the antenna
in production.
The final amplifiers have sufficient drive to cause the collector to
saturate and essentailly produce a square wave output, thereby keep-
ing efficiency as high as possible. The 7.5. ohm resistor in the col-
lector is small compared to the antenna input impedance and limits
current before the antenna is tuned in production.
The transmitter is designed to operate at 455 and 5UU kilohertz. This
requires the frequency of the oscillator tuning and the tuning of two
ferrite antennas to be changed. The simplest way to change oscillator
tuning is to switch between two pretuned slug-tuned inductors. The
simplest way to change antenna tuning is to switch between pretuned
capacitors. The most practical way to do this is to use miniature
TO-5 latching relays, one located close to the oscillator and another
in the subassembly containing the antennas, final power amplifiers and
associated tuning capacitors. This plastic protected subassembly mea-
sures 2.25" x 2.25" x 1.25" and is carefully designed with a PC board
assembly to insure short rigid leads between various associated compo-
nents. This package has to be plastic to permit radiation from the
antenna.
The remainder of the circuits, consisting of the low level audio ampli-
fier, VOX, modulation components, oscillator and buffers, are enclosed
in a shielded package of the same size as above. These circuits must
114379
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be highly shielded against the magnetic field radiated by the antennae"
fo, proper and stable operation. All control switches and the micro-
phones and battery connectors are mounted on this subassembly, The
two subassemblies are then combined to form the complete wireless
microphone package measuring 4.5" x 2.25" x 1.25". 	 .
The transmitter is provided with three switch cr4otrols. The selection
of either 455 or 5UU kilohertz is made by a three-position switch.
Moving this switch momentarily to one side or the other of the normal-
ly-off center position sets latching relays for one frequency or the
other. Another three position switch has a center position for trano-
mitter iule, one momentary position for P'I'T ICOM and the other momen-
tary position for PTT XMIT. The third switch has two steady positions,
one for VOA, the other for VOX. The transmitter is completely off
wito no power grain in the VUX position only. Toe VOX mode operates
only in conjunction with the XMIT mode.
RLCEIVE K DtSIG r'
The receiver design is just sO important as the transmitter design in
order to obtain a smoothly operating, reliable overall system. Prior
existing receiver equipment far from meets the special requirements of
this application.
Even though the transmitter radiates an onmidirectional signal, two
receiving antennas are required, orthogonally placed to insure recep-
tion for all positions relative to the transmitter antennas. Further-
more, it is not poszible to combine signals from these receiving an-
tennas into one receiver, because some position may be found where the
signals in each antenna are equal but opposite in phase, thereby giv-
ing zero output. It is therefore necessary to use two receivers and
to select the best signal automatically for 100% reliability in all
positions of the antennas. This sounds complicated and appears to re-
quire much equipment. As will soon be seen, however, this is not the
case. Actually, both receivers (less their antennas) could be mounted
on a 3" x 3" PC board with a maximum parts height of 0.75". This com-
pactness enables the receivers to be mounted in the SMU at the cost of
a small increase in the height of its housing. The two antennas, in
the form of an "X", are mounted in front of the SMU speaker. They
will be encased in a tough plastic housing which makes them mechani-
cally reliable. Tests show that the sound pattern is not noticeably
affected by this antenna arrangement in front of the speaker. (Test
results for this arrangement are given an an attachment to this report.)
At the low frequencies of 455 and 500 kilohertz, it is not necessary
to use a superheterodyne frequency conversion receiver. This factor
alone constitutes a substantial step in reducing complexity and space
requirements. Furthermore, a local oscillator with its radiation pro-
blems is avoided. Two receivers are to be furnished NASA under this
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contract (each is actually two receivers as described above), one opQr-
ating at 0:) and the other at bUU kilohertz. As discussed earlier,
each deck o f
 the craft will use a different frequency. The two re-
ceivers have the same design and differ only in the tuning of the
antenna, the frequency of a ceramic bandpass filter, the tuning of the
discriminator and the tuning of a third harmonic circuit to be discus-
sed later,
Thus, these FM receivers are supplied fixed-tuned to one frequency.
Due to the nature of an FM receiver, the output signal level will re-
main constant regardless of signal input level so long as limiting
exists. A unique means is provided in each receiver to gate off the
output audio before any noticeable degradation of quality or any no-
ticeable reduction in signal/noise occurs due to a drop of input sig-
nal level. No objectionable noise bursts are allowed before gate-off
occurs when the transmitter is out oft. Should a fade-out occur for
one receiver, a selector circuit will switch to the other receiver if
it is providing a good signal. The selector will hold this signal so
long as it is good, even though the other receiver may have returned
to good operation with a stronger signal input. This switching be-
tween receivers is free of transients and is fast enough not to be
noticeable. Since the audio s i gnal output is fed to the SMU, which
has an automatic gain control, neither the transmitter nor the re-
ceiver needs AGC. The receiver audio output is over one volt rms with
a driving impedance of 2UU ohms. Receiver sensitivity is sufficient
to operate properly at a 22 foot range, which is twice the maximum
range encountered in the space shuttle. Since the transmitted signal
attenuates 18 dB each time distance is doubled, it is believed this
design has a conservative safety factor.
The receiver antennas use the same type of ferrite that is used in the
transmitter: Ferroxcube Q-1 material with an initial permeability of
125, a cross section of U.48" x 0.12 1" and a length of 3.75". The wind-
ing uses 160 turns of No. 2a caipper wire. The Q of the tuned antenna
is 20, giving a bandwidth of 21 kilohertz at 500 kilohertz and 22.5
kilohertz at 455 kilohertz.	 ('Ihe bandwidth is much greater than the
6.0 kilohertz bandwidth of the -ransmitted signal and is therefore not
critical.) The impedance of the antenna is about 60K ohms. This high
impedance requires the first amplifier to have a high input impedance.
The SD-3U4, made by Signetics, is a dual gate FET capable of very low
intermodulation at high signal levels. Other strong signals or noise
components that may be present in the craft therefore have less chance
of causing intermodulation with the desired signal. The antenna is
capable of generating several thousand microvolts when the transmitter
is very close to the receiver. In the future, more than one transmit-
ter might be used in the same chamber, so it is desirable to avoid a
serious intermodulation problem.
The output of the first amplifier couples to a bandpass filter where
practically all the selectivity of the receiver is obtained. This
filter is a very compact one that will meet the MIL and NASA specs.
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It uses ceramic discs to produce a bandwidth of 16 kilohertz at the
b dB points and an aLhenuation of 50 dB at twice this bandwidth. Th i f;
filter, made by Vernitron, is about .327" in diameter and 1,17" long.
The filter output is coupled to a TV-PM chip by means of a matching
transformer which provides a voltage gain of 12 dB. The minimum limit-
ing level of tills chip ( 3U65 # made by several firms and meeting MIL/
NASA specs when packaged in a ceramic case) is 2UU uv. This chip lim-
its the signal at the l.bV p- p level, detects the signal with a quadra-
ture detector requiring a single tuned circuit, amplifies the audio
signal to l.UV rmn ana also provides an electronic attenoator which is
usea to mute the output when transmission ceases or drops below the
limiting level as desQriueo above.
The circuit that selects the signal from only one of the receivers is
a form of flip-flop circuit with some hysteresis to prevent jitter
when the two control signals are equal. Each control signal is de-
rived from the output of the last limiter. The selector circuit oper-
ates on the principle that as long as limiting occurs, a square wave
Output Will be present and this will contain a third harmonic compo-
nent signal. This signal is detected in each receiver and is used to
control the flip-flop in such a way as to obtain the audio switching
and muting described earlier. The two receivers use a total of one
watt power from a single-ended supply of 12 VDC.
The overall total harmonic distortion of the transmitter and receiver
is less than t ) ^.
114379	 13
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SPACE SHUTTLE TRANSCEIVER
1.Q WIRELSSS COMMUNICATION WITH CABIN ENCLOSURES
Wireless coupling within the cabin enclosures is pos-
sible by using sonic or electromagnetic propagation phenomena.
Electromagnetic propagation covers the frequency spectrum fron
the low end of magnetic linkage, through the radiation fre-
Y	 quencies of RF, to the near-visual light frequencies of optical
techniques. The best technique depends upon the quality and
reliability of transmission for a given power and equipment com-
plexity that can be obtained within the equipment compatability
requirements for the shuttle environment.
Magnetic coupling at a frequency of 450KHz proved to be
the technique which provided the most uniform field structure
within a shuttle enclosure and best met the requirements over
the relatively short interior propagation distances with the
least complex of mobile and static equipments.
In this reports the propagation techniques are evaluated
and the advantages of magnetic coupling delineated. The cabin
enclosure model that was used will first be described followed
by sections on field structures, coupling and propagation ef-
ficiency within this model for the magnetic, RF, optical and
acoustic techniques.
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2..0 SHUTTLE CABIN ENCLOSURE: MODEL
Efficiency of signal propagation, one factor in the
relative evaluation of techniques, depends upon the quality
of the signal received for a given level of radiated power at
the transmitter. A measure of this reception quality is the
signal-to-noise ratio at the receiver input. The free—space
loss of field strength with distance is well known; a distance-
squared loss for radiation fields and a distance-cubed loss for
the reactive fields of magnetic linkages. Fields within enclo-
sures, however, are complicated by multiple boundary reflections
of the propagated energy and by the intervention of obstacles
between the transmitter and receptor.
Cabin geometry determines the nature of these reflected
field structures. Cabin dimensions and wall materials determine
attenuation rates, mode structure and null depths of the field.
Port openings and damping materials within the "container" further
influence the field structure. Shuttle cabin geometries and
interior structures are complex, consequently for analytic sim-
plicity, they are reduced to simple shapes which adequately
model the enclosure affects upon internal field structure.
Sketches of the two shuttle cabin enclosures within which
the ATE will be used are shown in Figure 2.1. Overlays of the
simplifying geometric shapes - a half parabolic cylinder for
the flight deck and rectangular volume for the lower deck - are
shown with the approximating dimensions. For EM waves, the
lowest order mode for the upper deck is the TM illmode with a
cutoff of 80MHz and the TE101 mode with a cutoff frequency of
87MHz. These cutoff frequencies clearly separate the bands an-
ticipated for RF propagation and magnetic linkage into modes that
are attenuated only by the lossy materials of the container and
those that are attenuated primarily by the below cutoff condi-
tion. This will be expanded upon further in the sections on mag-
netics and RF that follow.
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RF propagation above the cutoff	 nu,_-'..
in the interior field structure whose depth depends upon the
damping of the interior. Three basic factors influence this
damping: the windows, ports, and hatches allow EM leakage from
the interior; the interior of the enclosures contain non-metallic:
lossy material; surface losses are introduced by the metal ohmic
losses, high resistance junctures, and the high irregularity of
the surface itself.
The RP model, for these reasons, considered an upper deck
leakage window (windscreen area) of 10% as the major damping factor,
while below, where leakage ports are improbable, the major damping
factor would be the bodies of the astronauts which were assumed
to occupy 10% of the volume. Wall losses were assumed to be those
of sheet aluminum; the damping of any of the polystyrene covering
(or other, , if any) was considered negligible.
The field intensity of sonic and optical carriers is uni-
form within the enclosure, provided the sources are not impeded
by obstacles. Wavelengths are small so nulls are of little con-
cern. Shadowing by obstructions, however, are; these shadow
areas must be irradiated by enclosure reflections and by dif-
fraction about the blockage. For purpose of optical propagation
it was pessimistically assumed that the direct path between the
light source and detector was blocked and that all energy received
was reflected off walls with a Lambert scatter of O.S. Similarly
for the sonic transmission, an obstacle was postulated and the dif-
fraction field calculated. The field was negligibly small so that
good reflection off boundary surfaces is required. Sonic reflec-
tion coefficients for the shuttle were not available; consequently
for transmission efficiency evaluation an unimpeded path was used.
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Evaluation of competing techniques dust inelud(, tns-
possible susceptibility of the chosen ATE link to extraneous
fields falling within the ATE frequency band and must chose a
band which would, preclude interference in the bands of other
spacecraft systems.
The EM susceptibility model for the shuttle cabin envirc::-
ment uses the interference level maximums specified by the MIL-
STD-461A as amended for the space shuttle.	 In addition the
radiation bands of shuttle equipment as defined by NASA and the
bands assigned to high powered terrestrial transmission were
delineated in the model as bands to be avoided for ATE operation.
The optical interference model assumes cabin lighting
producing 4 watts/micron in the optical transmission band and
standard solar and earth scatter spectrums that are used to
determine the attenuation required of these natural sources
at openings in the shuttle enclosure to exteor space.
- The sonic noise environment for the shuttle structure
at blast off and other operating conditions could not be de-
termined at this time.
1
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3.0 MAGNETIC COUPLING
Antenna field patterns are the sum of reactive mag-
notic and electric fields in the near vicinity and the,radi-
aCion field which dominates as distance increases. In contrast
to free space propagation where reactive fields attenuate as
the cube and radiation fields directly with distance, fields
within an enclosed space are the sum of multiple reflections
whose strength must be dermined by mode analysis.
At frequencies above the cutoff frequency of the con-
tainer, energy propagates primarily in a radiation waveguide
mode, is reflected by "end caps" of the container and causes
deep nulls within the container field pattern. This mode is
discussed more fully in the next section on RF propagation.
At frequencies below cutoff, however, the field regions fall
in the near field of the antenna where the fields are primarily
reactive. Antennas are coupled by the alternating magnetic
flux linkages. Containment of the field increases the intensity
above free space intensities. The choice of frequency is a
compromise between pattern uniformity and the driving force
needed to overcome the interaction between the antenna and
container.
This section derives the field relations for an enclosed
half cylinder model of the shuttle upper deck with transmitting
and receiving antennas that are crossed ferrite solenoids; eval-
uates the effect of enclosure loading determines the propaga-
tion transfer function for these fields; and transmission
efficiency.
23
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3.1 Magnetic Enclosure Fields
Magnetic field strength is derived for the half cyli.l"s:r
enclosure model that corresponds to the command deck-,of the
shuttle. For the large wavelength to enclosuro dimension ratio=,
retardation effects are negligible, consequently the field
structures are solved statically and then varied at the car-
rier frequency to dermine the transmission function; i.e.,
the quasi-static solution for enclosed magnetic fields.
The derived field function, Figure 3.1, shows that the
field at a static receiver antenna for a transmit antenna that
is moved along the axis of the cabin falls off at the free
space rate up to one meter from the antenna and at a lower rate
at greater spacing. The received field strength from a dis-
tance of 0.3 meters spacing to the end of the enclosure is less
than 504B. When the axis of either of the orthogonal antennas
approaches within some 6 centimeters of the enclosure surface
the interaction between the surface and antenna rapidly drives
that antenna's field to zero as the spacing closes. The orthogonal
antenna is not affected (except in corners) and is, under these
conditions, the primary link.
The plot of field strength, Figure 3.1, is based upon
the field relationships summarized in Figure 3.2 and derived in Ap-
pendix 3.1 for the illustrated enclosure model. The magnetic
components P/O and Ar are considered since the receiver antenna is
mounted on the end walls of the cabin and responds to these com-
ponents only. The solutions are separatable into functions of
the three cylindrical coordinates in which z variation is ex-
pressed through hyperbolic,t°variations by'sinusoidal, and P
variations by Bessel functions. The relationships apply for two
F
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orthogonal solenoidal antennas located anywhere within the on-
closure. The field components are the sum of cylindrical har-
monics each with attenuation rates determined by the enclosure
dimensions, For simplicity field plots ure separated into
three regions; (1) close to the antenna where,since the cyl-
i6drical harmonics attenuate slowly, the free space relationship
is more economically used; (2) far from the antenna where only
one or two nodes prddominate; and (3) the intermediate region
where for simplicity the function wasfaired in between the
first two.
The free space function for a solenoidal coil, as given
in Appendix 3.1 0 relates field strength near the antenna. This
relation is successively approximated by simpler reduced func-
tions; first, as the distance becom f5 ^,-reater than the axial
length, then as the distance becomes g,°neater than the effective
radius. The final reduction gives the well known distance-cubed
magnetic dipole equation.
The half cylinder flux density is derived in Appendix 3.2.
through the magnetic vector potential functions for cylindrical
coordinates. Boundary conditions for the half-cylinder specified
the mode attenuation functions and these modes that can be sup-
ported. Image analysis with the summation of multiple reflec-
tions determines the constants for the z function.
The magnitude of the cylindrical constants (C nk ) are de-
termined by the boundary conditions at the antenna coil. The
coil shape was deliberately distorted to simplify the deriva-
tion to correspond to differential area shapes. For the rela-
tive dimensions of enclosure and coil the approximation is valid.
The loss coefficients for sixteen modes for the chosen
half cylinder model are tabulated in the Appendix 3.2. Inten-
sities of the dominant modes at the receiver as a function of
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transmitter spacing along the cylinder axis arc plotted it
Figure 3.3• Thee plots are used to dermine thQ transIti,,.n
point between the far zone where the singlc. low order mock•
predominates alone and the intermediate zone of multiple har-
monics
r	 a,
The c..,.bin intensity, based on these derived relationships,
is shown as a function of z spacing for a transmitter located
midway between the, cylinder wall and floor. The receiver coil
is located at the end wall at a radius of 1.2 meters at an angle
of maximum reception. The intensity for a coil with its axis
coaxial with the cabin axis is stronger than the coil whose axis
is orthogonal to the cabin axis except when the antenna approaches
the end walls. The lowest order mode of each orientation pre-
dominates at a distance roughly one half the cabin length. The
free space relation predominates within spacings of a meter or
less down to about 6 cm where enclosure interaction affects the
coaxial oriented antenna. The received field strength varies
less than 50dB from a spacing of 0.3 meter to the cabin extreme of
3.66 meters.
The enclosure of an antenna by a metal surface reacts
on the antenna input impedance. With a magnetic coil antenna
the impedance is primarily inductive; this inductance is re-
duced as the enclosure becomes smaller and consequently the cur-
rent to obtain a given field strength increases. Position changes
of the transmitter within the enclosure causes variable loading
and detuning. As the following analysis showed, this loading
only became critical when the antenna approached within 6 centi-
meters of a container boundary.
The analysis examined two extremes of position: (1) when
the antenna was in a position where only the dominant mode of
the container interacted with the antenna; and, (2) when the
antenna approached the container surface.
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For the dominant mode analysis of A,-ponJix 3.4 c^.nrr^;
considerations provided an expression for inductu;..:+.:
or
	 Y	 toll
where	 N = antenna
a antenna
i' = antenna
= antenna
b - cabin r!
,AAl = primary
turns
coil rac us
length
core permeability
adius
mode attenuation factor
For the design parameters of the antenna
N = 128
a = 3.72x10_5
kc = 10 0
and the cabin mode b = 2.3m. The inductance change from free
space was .05%.
As the antenna approaches the container surface free
space image analysis is more appropriate. The relations used
to derive the change in inductance with distance, Figure 3.4,
is derived in Appendix 3.3. Serious reduction of inductance
begins at spacing of 0.1 meters.
These results show that cabin boundary loading on the
transmitter is negligible except when extremely close to the
walls, a condition not expected to be encountered too frequently.
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3.3 Electronics-Magnetic Field Coupling
The transducer between transmitter electronics and the
magnetic field and between field and receiver electronics are
solenoidal coil antennas. In this section the transduction
ratios input impedances, transmitter drive power, and receiver
sensitivity are determined.
The inductance of a solenoid of length 	 and radius
R is given by
C
The magnetic field in the core of the solenoid is
B . LI
AN
where A = i; R2
The transmitter tYansduction ratio is therefore ALN4 .
The losses in the solenoid, since there is no radiated
)ower, determines the transmitter power requirements. The
Losses are primarily core, wiring and the coupled losses of
:he container. The parameters of the solenoidal antenna used
Ln the design are:
Ferrite core
12.2mm x 3mm x 95mm
Q - 40
N = 128
M^= 100
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The inductance Lo is 370 microhenries. In a tuned circuit,
the resonant input impedance is resistive and 275K ohms.
The receiver transduction gain between input magnetic
intensity B and the antenna output current is given through the
energy equality
For a receiving antenna volume of V = 71  a^
the transduction ratio
1A
^^ t^	 L
CS	
L
for receiver antenna parameters the same as the transmitter
antenna is 5.9 amperes/weber.
The sensitivity of the receiver is determined by the
noise current of
= 4KTeB
A.A
Req.
where T  = effective temperature of the circuit
r	 B = bandwidth
Req = equivalent circuit resistance
^.	
3.4 Transmission Efficiency
f
One measure of comparison between wireless communication
propagation links is the ratio of received signal power to noise
for a given input power for a fixed receiver/transmitter position.
This measure is defined as the efficiency of transmission.
The margin of the signal power, above noise indicates how well
the unit performs within regions of low field strength within
the cabin.	 Figure	 3.5	 schematically shows the link for a re-
ceiver and transmitter at opposite ends of the half-cylinder
cabin model.	 The antenna parameters are those previously defined
in Section 3.3.
	
The field intensity loss at the receiver from
r
E Figure	 3.3
	
is -104dB.	 The received signal is 94dB above noise.
fP
This gain margin is sufficient to provide good transmission
even under conditions of field strength loss that are not ac-
counted for in the simple half cylinder enclosure mode.
Electromagnetic Compatability
The specification "Electrcmagnetic Interference Character-
istics, Requirements for the Space Shuttle program" SL - E - 0002
dated June 9, 1973 specifies that continuous or repetitive broad-
band E-field emissions shall not be generated and radiated in
excess of values shown in Figure 22A.
The limit at 450KHz from Figure 22A is 94dB,vV/m/MH2.
This radiation level coverts to -28dB amps turn/m for a 4KHz band.
The flux level is -146dB weber/m2
 and is 14dB below the flux den-
sity of -131.4dB weber/m 2 for the wireless communicator transmis-
sion level at the antenna.
Assuming equal attenuation of the signal and this inter-
ference would provide only marginal received signal-to-noise ratio.
Care would need to be exercised in choosing a transmission band
that does not fall in an interference region just meeting the above
specification.
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4.0 RF
4.1 RF EM Links
RF propagation within metalic enclosures such as space-
cxaft requires consideration of effects which are unique to vol-
ume field coupling of sources and detectors. The metalic bound-
aries enclosing the source reflect the RF wave hundreds of times
back and forth before it is dissipated by losses within the prop-
agation space.
Multiple reflections affect information propagation in
two major Ways. First, interference of the multipath reflections
causes signal reinforcement and cancellation, the amplitude
range of which is a function of the losses within the volume.
I	 Cancellation could cause signal levels to approach or fall below
the EM noise level or receiver sensitivity levels and reduce the
possible information rate. Second, the reflections restrict the
information bandwidth. This effect can be visualized by consider-
ing a signal sampled at the Nyquist rate: if a given sample once
propagated does not attenuate fast enough, it interferes with sub-
sequent samples that are transmitted.
Received RF noise levels are determined by the EMI
levels allowed through specification and the receiver noise level
is reflected in its sensitivity figure.
The range of signal level within the enclosure, the EMI
level, and receiver sensitivity are functions of the RF frequency.
1
I,
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Consequently, the objective of the study was to find that range
or bands of frequencies that would give signal/noise margins
j and bandwidths adequate for the required voice quality and desired
control reliability. Further, those bands within which other
spacecraft subsystems operate as well as those that could result
in destructive intermodulation products have been delineated.
The final choice of RF frequency within these recommended bands
would depend upon RF and antenna design considerations.
4.2 RF Enclosure Fields
The field equations for these simple geometries are
separable in the appropriate coordinate systems. The lowest
order mode for the upper flight deck would correspond to a TM ill
mode with a cutoff frequency of 80 MHz. The lowest order mode
for the lower deck correspond to a TE101 mode with a cutoff fre-
quency of 87 MHz. The irregularity of interior metallic sur-
faces and the protusions of spacecraft equipment increase the
surface current attenuation within the surrounding conducting
surfaces and consequently increase the signal dissipation rate.
However, in order to establish a reference level corresponding
to the most pessimistic case the 0 of these simple enclosures with
electrically smooth walls was computed as a function of frequency
in Appendix 4.1.
r
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The resulting null depth at a reference frequency of
300MHz was 76dB below the allowable maximum of 2 volts per meter.
The damping factor is proportional to the square root of frequency.
The plot of this function is included in the curves of Figure 4.1
and shows that the minimum signal level would fall below that re-
quired for the desired audio quality. The transmission bandwidth
corresponding to these enclosures is shown in Figure 4.2 and is
sufficient for intended ATE operation.
Three basic phenomena associated with the actual space-
craft interiors increase the damping of the enclosure. First,
these shuttle closures have windows, ports, and hatches between
compartments that allow the RF signal to leak from the interiors.
Second, the highly irregular surfaces of the interior increase
the linear path of the EMP surface penetration and, in all prob-
ability, the current would encounter high resistances within these
path traverses. Third, the interior of enclosures contain non-
metalic lossy material, the largest of which would be the bodies
of the astronauts themselves.
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The effect of losses upon enclosure darri . n ; is,  c,;,v^•t,-
tionally treated through the relationship
1	 1 + 1	 41}
Qe - 00 Qu
where Q  is that of the resonant cavity and Q u that of ;:ho l.oa;
ing introduced by coupling ports and interior lossy materials.
The Q  of lossy materials is the inverse of the material loss
tangent. Each of the above loss mechanisms will now be treated
in terms of these dissipation parameters.
Leakage port attentuation for the upper deck was cal-
culated for a simple model consisting of an opening in one wall
of the half-right parabolic cylinder corresponding to the wind-
screen area of 108 of the wall surface in Appendix 4.2. The null
depth for this type of escape port would be 46dB at the reference
frequency of 300MHz. A plot of this null depth in Figure 4.1 is
well above that of the desired audio quality level.
The enclosure below the flight deck has few escape
ports (only a few ceiling hatches apparently). Consequently the
damping of the non-metalic materials are ct^nsidered. This damping
is introduced ?rimarily by the astronaut bodies and in the major
source considered at this time. Figure 4.3is a plot of the power
loss tangents of human fat and muscle as derived from measured
body conductivities and dielectric constants.
For purposes of calculation, it was assumed that an
astronauts body would occupy 108 of the enclosure volume and con-
sists of 608 fat and 408 muscle. It was further assumed that the
position of this body was located in a region of maximum electric
field strength so that the following approximation would suffice.
1 Q
.9 
+ .06 tan#FAT + .04 tan#MUS 	 ( 2)e	 o
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The effective Q of the enclosure at the referonce frequvr,-y
 c.:
433MHz dropped to 14.29 and indicates the body is a highly of-
festive damping source. The effect of the body on radiation
patterns will be considered subsequently. Null depth from posy
damping is shown in Figure 4.1.
Damping caused by irregularities of the metalic inner
surface is reflected by three parameters which express the ratio
of actual surface path lengths to that of the approximating
cavity and the height of protusion to the depth of penetration.
Estimates based upon visual observation of spacecraft interiors
indicate that this mechanism alone would increase the damping
10 to 20dB above that of the resonant simplification.
Interior walls of the spacecraft that were seen at JSC
were bare metal surfaces except for the Skylab interior which was
covered with some kind of insulating material. The depth and
type of material will be identified in a subsequent document
to be supplied by NASA describing all non-metalic material
on-board spacecrafts. The thickness of these wall materiab would
generally be less than the depth of penetration of the RF energy;
consequently, the wave is reflected off the metalic undersurface
with a phase shift but small attenuation. As an example, a one
centimeter layer of polystyrene was assumed and the added atten-
uation reduced the null depth by 6dB.
4.3 RF Electronic Coupling
j	 The electronic contribution of the audio noise level
is produced primarily by the receiver noise and the EM leakage of
other spacecraft electronics. The limit of radiated EMI as speci-
fied for narrowband emissions by ISC - SL - E - 0002 (June 4,1973)
is plotted in Figure 4.1.
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The receiver noise ,level, as reflected to the radia-
tion space at the antenna input, is plotted as a function of fre-
quency in Figure4 . 1. The following noise f igures of commercially
available RF transistors for the frequency bands were used:
FREQUENCY	 NOISE FIGURE WD)
10-20OMHZ
	
2.5
	200-1000MHz	 3.5
	
1000- 4000MHz	 4.5
Other assumptions made pertaining to system design:
Bandwidth	 3MHz
Other gain losses
	
15dB
Antenna gain corresponds to that of an omnidirectional
short dipole whose length is 0.1 wavelength with an arbitrary
limit of 15 centimeters in length.
The gain function of an antenna
2
Pr	 Es Aeg/	 (3)
n
where Es = the electric field strength
n = free space impedance
Aeq = equivalent antenna area
when equated to the noise power
	
P  - KT W NFL,	 (4)
where
K = Boltzmans constant
T - temperature
W = bandwidth
N'F - rcvr noise figure	 51
L - additional losses f
provides the inverse gain factor for noise refleutc ­J tv Lhe ant...nn i
input
E _ 
M KT W NF N L^ 1/2
n	 Aeq	 -
The equivalent area A q for a short dipole
A^
t1I IG 11^ t',"''^T.^ r
eq	
XTO
	
1 (6)
when substituted in (5)	 completes the relationship plotted
in Fig. 4.1 for receiver noise vs frequency.
E	
CAL 
(4T V_y N^
o	 ()
The increase in noise level with frequency is caused by the short-
ening of the dipole length in order to retain the broad beam
characteristics of the dipole. The dipole has been used for eval-
uating propagation and is not meant to suggest a final antenna
design.
The noise composite shows that the allowable EMI levels
predominate over receiver noise up to 350MHz. Also, it may be
noted that the receivers will have a much narrower bandwidth than
3MHz; consequently receiver senitivity should fall well under
allowable EMI levels.
An audio quality contour 20dB above the composite elec-
tronic noise level, plotted in Fig. 4.1, shows that with the
slightest interval damping the system will meet specifications
over a wide frequency range.
f
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(5)
A
4.4 Transmission Efficiency 	 ©i1', POOR 0,17 Ll f ,
The SIN ratio, as set forth in Fig. 4.4 for the RF systc.-
depends upon the radiation power (antenna losses considered nug-
l giby small), a field dispersion loss that varies inversely
with range, and the receiver antenna transduction ratio,
A quarter wave antenna (20cm) with a radiation resist-
ance of 73 ohms, a gain of 1.64, and an equivalent antenna
area of .07 (meters) 2 is used for the comparison. For 100
milliwatts transmitter power the signal/noise at 25 meters
is 100d9.
This power margin is sufficient to overcome the effects
of interior nulls and shadow zones.
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4.5 EM Compatability
Choice of RF frequency depends strongly on the RF bar.Js
of other spacecraft electronics. A frequency for the ATE s%stc:,
should not interfere directly or interact with other radiation to
form destructive cross products frequencies in any of the other
equipment. Conversely, in spite of EMI specifications it would
be wise to avoid frequencies of not only the radiated signals
but also the frequencies of any other frequency source used for
local oscillator references in these equipments. At this time
the chart of orbiter radio frequencies shown in Figure 4.1 has
been supplied by NASA. More detailed information is needed
to analyze intermodulation products that could be geierated in
conjunction with all signals in the spacecraft environment and
determine those additional bands which the ATE equipment must
avoid.
High power terrestrial transmission bands associated
with TV and other communication links must also be avoided.
Stations transmitting lOKW of power and 20dB antenna gains could
produce radiation levels external to the shuttle of 15 millivolts
at altitudes of 200 miles. Spacecraft shielding would reduce this
leve- internally at the lower decks however, the upper flight
deck has large window areas that would attenuate the level very
little.
NASA has a report which they are in the process of
preparingwhich lists all high power terrestrial bands to be avoided.
Prior to the receipt of this report, one can only say that the FM
bands between 88MHz and 108MHz, TV bands 174 and 216MHz, earth-
space bands between 136MHz and 138MHz and coastal telephony bands
between 156 and 162MHz are to be avoided.
The results of the RF propagation study are in summary:
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v=
The RF enclosure damping produced by windows.,
leakage ports, the irregxtlarity and roughnc.js c f t.ht: intc}r ^,r
equipment, and the body attenuation of the astronaut f.;
to Wkeep null depths greater than -30dB over the ba w .,f RF r r-t, ­
quencies between 100MHz and 10,000MHz.
This level of null depth and damping assures more:
than adequate signal to noise and bandwidth for the specifie.:
audio and control signal quality:
. The heavy high power terrestrial RF activity
between 90MHz and 30OMHz precludes this band for ATE operation.
. Similarly TACAN, shuttle communication bands between
960MHz and 230OMHz as well as the altimeter band at 440OMHz are
bands to be avoided.
. The specified EMI levels are low enough and the
projected receiver sensitivities high enough that no EM noise
problem is expected with the allowed 2V/meter transmission level-.
Therefore, based upon the above, it is recommended
that the RF ATE frequency be chosen in the bands between 350MHz
and 900MHz and between 2500MHz and 350OMHz. Certain regions
within these recommended bands may be further restricted by in-
formation contained in the !NASA reports that are being trans-
mitted. The final choice of frequency will depend upon tradeoffs
in the design of the antenna and RF sections of the system.
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5.0 OPTICAL
5.1 2pt, ical Link
Modulated light beams have desirable features for
intracabin communication. The intensity levels of the light
within the cabin do not exhibit interference nulls and conse-
quently, when not occluded, presents a uniform field for detec-
tion. While optical links have the potential for wideband trans-
mission, the advantage is not needed for this audio application.
Shadowing of the direct path radiated light at the
detector by equipment and astronauts on the move is the major
disadvantage to be overcome, since transmission must depend upon
reflection of light off cabin surfaces for communication. Back-
ground 'illumination, such as lighting, sun, earth and sky
scatter must be attenuated in the optical band to maintain good
detection sensitivity.
5.2 Optical Propagation
The cabin model has been simplified to that of a
cylindrical box in order to determine the path loss between the
luminescent source and detector diode with reflection. An opaque
obstacle is assumed which completely shadows the detector but
for mathematical tractability does not shadow the reflective
}	 inner surface of the cylinder. The transfer function for single4
A.C:Xlections is derived in Appendix 5.1 and platted in Figure A.l.
as a normalized function of the length to radius ratio of the
cylinder.
The loss by blockage of the direct luminance in a cabin
2.24 meters in radius and 3.32 meters long - the approximate dimen-
sions of the flight deck - with respect to the direct plus re-
flected is Sde.
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The communication link was modeled using transducers
typical of the commercially available units. The Siemens LD 241
gallium arsenide diode radiating 15 milliwatts defocused over a
solid angle of 2r radians was assumed for the transmitter. The
photodiode detector characteristics typical of its class are
listed in Table I.
TABLE I
Photo-diode Characteristics
Sensitivity
Dark current
R 
Cd
Ad
5 microamps/watt/m2
0.2 microamps
2.4K
7 pf.
9x10-2cm2
5.4 Transmission Efficiency
Figure 5.1.1 of Appendix 5.2 illustrates an optical link
using a single gallium arsenide diode emitter and a single
photo detector located on the axis of a cylindrical cabin with
dimensions approaching those of the shuttle upper deck. The
emitter power (typically falling within an 18° beam) has been
defocused for good coverage over 2n steradians. An obstruc-
tion of the direct path light and reception of boundary scat-
tered light is assumed.
The signal current from the detector for 1000 modulation
of the light and the given detector sensitivity is 468 Pico amps.
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The noise consists of diode shot noise and receiver thermal
noise and a
	 background radiation, level of 5x10 -3
 watts-m2-^m-1.
This corresponds to a light source with,4 watts/micron at the
optical wavelength of 9350A 0
 ,located 6 meters from the detector
with a detector window of 0.5 microns. Presumably the choice of
cabin lighting would be better than this. In any case the shot
noise current was small with respect to the receiver noise; the
noise level is not sensitive to cabin background illumination.
The signal-to-noise ratio for the single diode is 4.34d8
for a bandwidth of 3KHz. To achieve a signal/noise of 20dB at
least 37 emitter diodes would be needed.
The conclusion is that the optical link is not practical.
5.5 Optical Compatibility
The natural and manmade illumination within the gallium
arsenide optical band at 9350A° must be attenuated below the noise
level of the photodiode or the number of emitters must be in-
creased to overcome this interference.
The attenuation for suppression of external direct sun
Eight and earth scatter are calculated in Appendix 5.3. Attenua-
tions fall within reasonable optical filtering capability. The
practicality of using optical filtering of cabin viewing ports
needs investigation.
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OPTICAL, REFLECTED FIELD: CYLINDRICAL ENCLOSURI.
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6.0 ACOUSTIC
6.1 Sonics
Audio transmission via ultrasonic carriers is limited by
the,signal bandwidth available for propagation. The lower fre-
quency must not fall within the aural sensitivity region of the
human ear and the upper frequency must be within the capability
of state-of-*_he-art sonic transducers. These requirements limit
the ultrasonic band to between 25 Kilohertz and 75 to 100 Kilohertz.
This band could support five or six voice channels.
6.2 Acoustic Propagation
Field intensities of ultrasonic sound within an enclosure
depends upon the sonic reflectivity characteristic of the boundary
surfaces, shadowing by obstacles within the space, and upon the
attenuation of the signal by the propagating medium.
The wavelength of the ultrasonic signals (25KHz to 100KHz)
falls in the range between 1 and 0.25 centimeters. Consequently
the field structure within the volume would not experience deep
interference nulls.
The reflectivity of the boundary surface is a functic., of
frequency. This function is difficult to predict theoretically
and can only be determined accurately by measurements on the
completed shuttle structures. Broad variations of reflectivity
coefficient versus frequency change only the relative reception
intensity between channels and is not serious. Sharp resc-nances
whose response is narrower than the audio band would distort the
audio.	 High damping at the boundary surfaces would mitigate the
distortion. However, good reflectivity at the boundaries is nec-
essary to fill-in zones within the volume that are shadowed from
the direct waves of the source by intervening obstacles.
F`
V
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Sonic intensities of the direct ultrasonic wave in the
shad-)w zone are plotted in Figure 6.1.
While the plot can be generalized to any obstacle-dimen-
sion •, and source and observation points distances, a particular
case was chosen for illustration where D, the obstacle size is
1/2 meter with an ultrasonic source located 1/2 meter behind.
For a point located 1/2 meter from the obstacle, the sonic atten-
uation varies between -27dB and -32dB over the expected trans-
mission Land. At two meters from the obstacle, the attenuation
varies between -24.8dB and -30dB. The degree of possible shadow-
ing attenuation requires good reflectivity of the enclosing sur-
faces in order to assure good reception over the entire volume.
The shadowing function indicates that the ultrasonic
tral,cducers must have a clear field of view since the reduction
of the source distance below 1/2 meter would further attenuate
the signal in the shadow zone. Accidental muffling of the trans-
ducers must be avoided.
Figure 6.2 is a curve of the absorption of sound in air
as a function of frequency. The oxygen space craft environ-
ment should not differ substantially from dry air. The atten-
uation between 55KHz Rnd 100KHz varies between 0.1 and 0.36dB/ft.
For a propagation path of 10 feet the attenuation of l to 3.6dB
is small.
6,3 Electronic-Acoustic Transducers
The bandwidth of ultrasonic transducers limit the appli--
cation of ultrasonics in the baseline concept. Figures 6.4 to 6.7
contain curves typical of commercially available transducers.
The bandwidths are wide enough to carry audio amplitude modulated
on ultrasonic carriers between 30KHz and 75KHz with good trans-
mitting gain and receiving response. The response, Figure 6.3
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of a refs-ren: c rtanaard ADP microphone shows that wider band-
widths can be obtained with a resulting sacrifice in sensitivity.
6.4 Acoustic Transmission Efficiency
Signal levels for a 10 font ultrasonic link using the
TR-89B transducers are given in Figure 6.8. 	 10 milliwatts
drive power produces 10 millivolts output for the direct trans-
mission path. The directivity of the transducer compensates for
the rather poor efficiency of air transducers. The directivity
pattern, as given in the data, has a beamwidth of 16 degrees and
would not satisfactory for the intended application. Extrapo-
lating the data to omni directional patterns, the signal link
gain would drop about 40dB producing an output signal level of
100 microvolts. This level is 40dB above the electronics input
noise level.
6.5 Sonic Compatability
The ultrasonics noise level within the shuttle enclosures
Will be the major factor in determining the signal to noise
ratio. NASA noise level estimates of the shuttle operational
environments have not been provided.
In conclusion, since no measurements on ultrasonic noise
levels exist for all phases of shuttle operations, this mode of
propagation is a risky option. In addition assuring unimpeded
transmission paths and preventing accidental transducer muffling
are potential problem areas.
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The Model TR 89B Type 40 is a rugged a:aliroacoust-c
transducer des,gned for the efficient general on o f ultrosc,
energy in air for a wide variety of o ppl,catioms The one piece
hous,ng with integral diaphragm provides a mo,atu r e prc J
unit suitable for both indoor and outdoor use when mounted
so that the rear terminals are p r otected from esposure to
the outdoor atmosphere
Several hu r dred thousand TR 89B transducers are prey
•ntly in widespread use in ultrasonic rritrus-on alarms end
other remote control and proaim ty detection appl-cat ons
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FREQUENCY AT MAXIMUM IMPEDANCE
(with no load)
BANDWIDTH
(matched load)
TRANSMITTING SENSITIVITY
(10 mW available power) (dB ve 1 microbar at 1 k.)
RECEIVING SENSITIVITY
(untuned with 2M.? load) (dB va 1 volt per microbar)
CAPACITANCE AT 1 kHz (nominal)
RECOMMENDED POWER RATING
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2. DIFFERENT OPERATING FREQUENCIES
3, PHONO CONNECTOR
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3,578,915; 3,638,052; 3,707,1`31; 3,716,651; 3,752,941; 3,736,632; 3,777,192, and other Patents Pending,
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{t^ 7.0 SUMMARY
Potential methods of wireless communication within the
shuttle cabin enclosures included the options of magnetic
coupling between loop antennas, radiation at RF frequencies,
'	 optical or ultrasonic propagation links.
The particular propagation method had to provide the
specified transmission fidelity over a one-way voice link
from any position within the cabin enclosures to wall mounted
receivers. Consequently internal field patterns had to be
free of resonant Nulls and rapid signal attenuation with an-
tenna spacing; the signal strength could not be radically
affected by shadowing of objects in the propagation path or
by incidental blockage of the propagation transducers. The
systems had to be relatively free of detuning effects of the
metallic cabin enclosure.
In addition the choice of signal parameters had to be
r
assure that other sensitive spacecraft equipment would not
be affected by the communicator and that the wireless com-
municator would in turn not be affected by other radiation or
noise interference.
The summary comparison chart, Figure 7 . 1, lists those
factors that are evaluated in this report. Those factors
underlined were key considerations. This study concludes
that the characteristics of magnetic coupling best matched
the operating and propagation environment of the metallic
spacecraft enclosures.
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Magnetic field strength did not exhibit the deep n-Ils
'	 that could be experienced at RF frequencies or be as sensat.^rc
to path or transducers blockage as the optical or ultrasonic
links. While. the RF Links were more efficient for a giver.
transmitted power, the advantage was of small consequence hitnan
F	 the short propagation distances of the cabin. Optical and RF
links could provide larger bandwidths than the magnetic or
ultrasonic but for the voice band that was needed, the ad-
vantage was of little value. The receiver at the magnetic
frequency of 450KHz did not require the superheterodyr.ing of
the RF receiver at VHF. The optical system required multiple
radiation diodes to overcome possible path interference and
even with the best of diode layout could not assure complete
freedom from diode blockage.,
The interference of the wireless communicator with other
spacecraft equipment required great care with an RF system.
However, based upon the NASA supplied data on spacecraft fre-
quencies an RF frequency at 400MHz would have been satisfactory;
the 450KHz magnetic frequency caused no interference.
The specifications on EMI within the cabin assured that
with the chosen transmission power levels that the specified
transmission fidelity, would be niet. The uncertainty of the
level of interference in the optical and ultrasonic bands
under ail shuttle operations made these choices too risky for
any of the possible advantages to be gained.
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FIGURE 7 . 1	 SUMMARY COMPARISON
OF
WIRELESS MICROPHONE METHODS OF SIGNAL PROPAGATION
(Primary Decision Factors Underlined)
INDUCTIVE COUPLING	 . Enclosure field strengths without nulls
• Electronics less complex at lower :frequency
• More transmit power required for given
power margin
• Loading losses by enclosure higher at low
frequency
• EM environment defined
• Transducers (antennas) not muffled by body
or non-metal]ic accoutrements
• Detuning/loading right next to metallic en-
closure wall
RF	 . Greater transmission efficiency with distance
• Resonant field structure within enclosure
• Broad bandwidth
• Super6et design more complex
• RF signal environment requires careful con-
sideration in defined RF environment
• Enclosure losses less at higher frequency
• Transducers ( antennas) not muffled by body or
non-metallic accoutrements
OPTICAL	 . Susceptible to signal blockage and transducer
blockage
• Free of RF interference
• Power margin requires multiple transmitter
diodes
• Optical ,interference and noise environment
i- not well defined
ULTRASONIC	 . Narrow bandwith
. Ultrasonic noise environment not defined
. Free of RF interference
Susceptible to transducer blockage
Propagation losses higher than RF	 86
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CROPHONL COMMUNICATION SYSTEM FOR THL
	
L SHUTT
	
BlTTEh DEVELOPED FOR NASA AT TELEPHON
	
T1 	
	
N. N.Y. CONTRACT NO.: NAS-9-14824
1. INTRODUCTION
This section of the final report reviews the design considerations of
the Wireless Microphone System delivered to NASA under this contract.
First, a review of Telephonics' study of the prior art and available
equipment is presented which reveals several basic short-comings of
such available equipment when used in a space vehicle environment.
Secondly, the synthesis of a suitable system is discusser in detail.
Finally, reasons for the part4cular circuit design are discussed in re-
lation to the technical specif?,cations of the contract.
Tne purpose of the Wireless Microphone is to provide crew members of
the Space Shuttle Orbiter with a communications capability while away
from their normal station posi t.ions. The wireless microphone elimin-
ates the need for connecting umbilical cables which would be inconven-
ient, interfere with free movement and possibly even be hazardous. In
the "VOX" mode, it permits hands-free automatic operation so that the
crew member can concentrate on various mission activities.
2. REVIEW OF PRIOR ART AND AVAILABLE EQUIPMENT
Three sources of information were researched: a) final reports of mil-
itary study contracts, b) technical journals of various engineering soci-
eties and c) catalogs and data sheets of commercially available equip-
ment. Briefly, in making this review, it became quickly obvious that
none of these references and equipment designs dealt adequately with
signal fade-out due to nulls caused by strong reflected waves when op-
eratea inside a metallic enclosure such as the space shuttle. In order
to reduce the probability of a drop-out, standard practice was to use
more than one receiver either in frequency or space diversity. still,
the drop-out probability was nowhere near the zero percent value which
Telephon-ics felt was mandatory for a space application. In addition,
there was the problem of avoiding antenna directional characteristics
which would also produce nulls or signal drop-outs. This is the char-
acteristic of wire or whip antennas. Furthermore, such antennas can be
easily detuned by touching them, they take up space and interfere with
crew movements, they are a hazard to eyes and can easily be broken off.
All of this rules out the whip antennas that are used in wireless mic-
rophone equipment.
All ci the commercial systems we know of use frequencies above 20 mega-
hertz. At these frequencies, narrow band voice fregiAency channels re-
quire precise crystal-control led superheterodyne or double superhetero-
dyne receivers. Transmitters also require crystal control and in the
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case of frr, mojulation-,, prefe•rrvu over other four.:, of muuulat 	 f
portable paCKag4L cot r iea t . ), ttit crew man become.,_ tuu curr.plex, Lil r.,
power-hungry.
	
All of this tenu:, to deycaue reliac.tlit; and mate,raIII
raise costs.	 It wao clear that the communicatiuri:. industry hao nc.v , r
addressc., itEt•lf to the unique requirements of NASA.
Lastly, a c! ice of f r L-qut.n ,:y had to be made.	 Certainly, thi wh(_,lc cif
trio radio freyuency sf.t trum is, for all practical purpc._,1:., saturate:
rla- wide.	 h;,ile the system is to operate within the cr^tt, it i_ n%.t
:eldea against hign frequency signals duE to the relat Iv ­ I	 larg,
». :auw openings.	 wriile NASA's contract does not specify a se ^,.rc s;stc:
free of )arr-1ng, Tel(rn.)nics has taker, this into full cc,-__iueratior..
J . S1 NTHES I S OF A SYSTLM MUTING NASA' S FtEQUI kLMLN1 S
':f,: '. req.::res the wireless microphone to operate wit ►,in the space
in tr.c upper flight aecr and in the lower living y.:artErz deer_
of-CK r are connc.teu t; a passage way opening at(:.,,,t JU" in oia-ctc:.
»:relesE m.icropn.,nc• transmitters are to have a choice of twc) oicr-
:rE.luencies, cnc for the upper decK ana one for the lower decK.
Z':..	 av, ids the inter fErence that would be causeu when crew members arc
nc	 the opening r,etwCCn aecKE ana only one frequency is used for botr.
ae,._.	 Eacr, de,K is proviaeo with a receiver so positioned as to lialt
tr.e m.ax:rr,;r, operatin g range frog, the transmitter to 11 feet.	 NASA ,.as
locates the receivers on the rear bulknead in the best position to Keen
the operating range to a minirru:r..
It is our understanding from discussions with kockwell that the receiver
locations are dust below fluorescent lights locates less than one feet
from tr.e recei ver antenna. At this time, we do not know if these lights
are shielded or wr,at the noise level at the antennas will be. 	 Since we
lack definite data on noise level to be expected within the craft, it
was deciuea to design the transmitter for one watt input to its antennas.
Snoula this power not be needed, this level can be Qasily lowered by
changing the value of one resistor. One watt appeared to be close to
the maximum power that could be drawn from the new Mallory Lithium. Or-
ganic batteries ana nave them last tae expected 90 hour mission time.
The lithium organic cells, unlike other tyes of lithium cells, have a
proven record against explosion, even with unrealistic extremes of tests.
This, couplec with a built-in fuse to limit: the maximum possible short-
circuit current, further guarantees protection against its explosion.
It is to be remembered that all batteries can rupture or explode under
short-circuit conditions.	 Pull information submitted by the lithiurr.
battery division of Mallory has been presented to NASA for evaluation.
This type of cell is remarkatle in that it has several times the watt-
hour capability of any other kind of battery for a given weight or size.
During the course of this contract, no preference could be determined
from NASA or R:CKwell with respect to a choice of small cells, to be
replaced during the mission, or larger cells to last the duration of
the mission. The latter was Telephonics' choice and the design was im-
plemented accordinyly. VOX or PTT transmitter operation is required by
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wASA, ano sucti upt ration con:,4-rvt•:- battt- ry power. 	 No f , rri figure cr,,j3^^
bc^ detern:rnvu, howL-vvi , vithtr frui, 14ASA or Rockwell as to the prot'ar.,lr
ratio of ON to UH -' tin" . . This ratio and the power required to overriaf
noise are certainly aitticult matters to determine and Telephonics ap-
preciates this. Hcr" ,t•, it was planned to make the battery pack separate,
from the transmitter sv that it is simple to redesign the pack witrioIt
'	 disturbing the transmitter design. This type of cell has a nominal vol-
tage of 2.92 volts w:.ien, under light loads, remains almost a s constant
as a mercury battery to the ena of its life. This con-s idereu, it was
aeciaea to uesign tht transmitter circuits to opertate on a 6V supply.
In order to avoia nulls producers by strong reflections, the wavelength
of the signal must be much larger than the spacecraft dimensions. For
this reascn, low frequencies of 455 and 5UU kilohertz were chosen, cc.^r-
responding to wavelengths of 66U and 60U meters, respectively. Since
the maximox dimension in either the upper or lower deck compartments is
ar^o.:t seven teeters, reflections from the walls will be in phase for all
practical purposes.	 wits the direct and reflected waves in phase, tr.e-
tk will aaa an6 noticeacly improve the signal level. with the recciv-
ing antennas less than one incn from an aluminum reflecting surface,
there will oe aLout a b dB improvement in signal level due to the first
reflection.
At these low frequencies, very compact ferrite antennas are practical
for covering the small range (11 feet) inside the craft. For this short
range, use is made of the near magnetic field. In effect, the transmit-
x	 ter and receiver antennas constitute loosely coupled transformer wina-
`	 ings. Strength of this coupling oecreases as the inverse cube of dist-
ance, hence the system is inherently a short range one which insures
security and freeaom from jammings. Furthermore, the craft's relatively
small window openings, compared to wavelength, will substantially atten-
uate signals entering and leaving the craft. The rapid attentuation of
the signal with distance also guarantees that multiple reflections will
not cause nulls due to increasing phase differences.
In order to make an omnidirectional system with ferrite antennas, the
transmitter requires two bar antennas mounted orthogonally and excited
by two signals in time quadrature. Also, two independent receivers with
ferrite antennas mounted ortogonally are required to avoid nulls due to
the directional characteristics of the antennas. The orthogonal rela-
tionship of each set of antennas is in the form of an "X" rather than
an "L" in order to avoid objectionable mutual coupling between antennas.
The transmitter antennas are 2.5" long with a cross-section of 0.48" X
U.12". The receiver antennas are 3.75" long with the same cross-section.
We find these antennas can be mounted as close as 0.5" from an aluminum
surface with the 0.46" dimension parallel to the surface without any
{	 significant degradation in performance. This applies to both the re-
ceiver and the transmitter. Tests show that detuning due to hand capa-
city, U.5" from the antennas, does not degrade performance to any not-
iceable extent. Since the efficiency of a ferrite antenna is extremely
low for the power input used in this system, the radiated power density
114379	
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lu meters front the antenna will be less than one micromicrowatt. barr,
time the antenna length is cut in half, the range is cut in half for u
given power. Tnrougtl a series of experiments, Telephonics has reauc(.(j
the lengtn of the transmittet and receiver antennas until transmitter
battery power reached one watt for a range of 22 feet. At othis range,
tm reception was clear, quiet and solid for all relative position~ of
transmitter and rec e i ve r antennas. The noise environment of the
Telephonics late is 3udgea to be a very high one due many large fluores-
cent lights that are closely spaced and about eight feet above the flocs.
Here the characteristics of an fm system , which suppresses noise and
holds signal level constant with large signal strength variations proved
highly useful. (A full study of this system's RFI immunity was made and
was discussed in Test too. a of the report made to NASA on September 15,
197b.) From. the above, it is seen that battery size vs. antenna size
must tic a trade off. This also involved the decision to have a separate
battery pack last the duration of the mission which is at most seven
days. A study of the Mallory Lithium Organic Cells shows the LO-3u siz(-
capable of meeting these requirements for an ON/OFF duty time of 15i.
This cell is slightly smaller than 1 D size cell, 1.16" diameter and
2.35" long, witri electrical rating of 7.6 A/hour, 160 ma rated drain and
an open circuit voltage of 2.v2V. The cell must be operated about 12
minutes tc bring the voltage up to its rated value. Under load, the
cell voltage will ne 2.d5V until about 908 of its life is reached, there-
after it begins to roll off rapidly. For 160 ma and 9U% life this cell
will last 42 hours. eor 15t ON/OFF duty, the cell will last 280 hours.
Two cells are required for the 5.7UV transmitter supply design. Cells
smaller than the LO-30 drop rapidly in efficiency for their size. Also,
efficiency drops about 30% for temperature extremes of -20 and 125F.
This study formed the basis of the system recommended by Telephonics,
which considers many special requirements. In the future, Telephonics
believes this system can easily be extended in range by the use of more
than one set of receivers. The simplicity of the receivers (two mount
on a plug board 3" X 5") makes this practical. This simplicity also
could make a two-way system practical.
4.	 THE WIRELESS MICROPHONE TRANSMITTER AND RECEIVER DESIGN
4.1 THE TRANSMITTER DESIGN
The system proposed uses narrow band fm modulation where the modulation
index is unity. The audio frequency range is 3UO-3000-hertz. The sys-
tem is capable of being modulated down to dc. This is necessary because
of momentary do controlled shift in transmitter frequency is used to
generate a signal which activates the receiver ICOM mode. With an index
of one, the bandwidth will be 6 kilohertz. A bridge T type oscillator
is modulated by means of back-to-back varicap capacitors. Oscillation
amplitude is held constant end in class A operation by diode limiters.
The supply voltage is held constant by a zener diode. Overmodulation
is prevented by back-to-back diodes which limit the modulation voltage
to 1.OV pp. The microphone amplifier low power IC is capable of suffi-
cient Odin to work with any low level, low impedance microphone. It is
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Ex :ra 1 o a a pt for to tuning the ar•t(- r.r..
s- - : icier.t drive to cause the collector to
L 	 a	 !	 .e a square wave output, thereby keeping
ef f lcicr.;l	 as i	 .•_	 Tr.e '/.5 ohm resistor in the collector
	
^-.s11 c_	 to th.- antenna in k ,:t irt.pecance anc limits current te-
	
tr,c a., 	is tars:: in production.
tranz7i tter is acsignea to operate at 455 and 5uu kilohertz.	 Tr.:s
r ...:reE tr.c frequenc y of the oscillator tuning and the tuning of two
ferrite antennas to be cnan^eu. Tnc sirrp:est way to change oscillator
t,rli ng is to s-^ itc.. r,etween two pretunea slug-tunea inauctors. The
si^plest wa; to change antenna tuning is to switcr) between pretunea:
capacitors. Tnc r„ost practical way to do this is to use miniature T^-5
latcring relays - one located close to the oscillator and another in
the sutassemtl;• containing the antennas, final power amplifiers ana as-
sociatea tuning capacitors. This platic protected subassembly meac.::es
2.25” X 2.2:)” X 1.25" and is carefully designed with a PC board asse.mr-ly
to insure short rigid leads between various associated components.
Tnis pacKa,ge has to oe plastic to permit radiation from the antenna.
The relainder of the circuits, consisting of the low level audio ampli-
fier, VUX, modulation components, oscillator and buffers, are enclosed
in a snieldea package of the same size as above. These circuits must
t,e highly shieldea against the magnetic field radiated by the antennas
for proper ana stat,le operation. All control switches and the micro-
pnone end rattery connectors are mounted on this subasserr,:ly. The two
subassemblies are then combinea to form the complete wireless microphone
package measureing 4.5" x 2.25" X ;.25".	 The transmitter is provided
with three switch controls:	 the selection of either 455 or 5UU Kilo-
hertz is maae by a tnree-position switch. Moving this switch momen-
tarily to one sire or the other of the normally-off center position
sets latching relays for one frequency or the other. Another three
position switch has a center position for transmitter idle, one momen-
tary position for PTT ICOM and the other momentary position for PTT XMT.
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It Ic n_•t PCEEI:lc t- co-:Ine signals from these receiving antenn's,
17% , 	 rc- c..:'Vtt, i ..	 s^d:!o_ position may Lc fuur.d wt.crc tr,e si;r.:4
I-. -_J:: X.t! :.%.^ art e1Ja1 Lut apposite in pha c, tr.cre L, giving ze r
o.:; -t	 It ib t:.t•tt!,rc neeeLsaty to use• twc, re cElvtrs and to sc:e
t n c :_:t	 a.:t.,: a;ically for lout reliaLility ir. all posits r.	 o!
the antennas.	 Tr, is saunas co;r+11cateu ano appears to require rrucr.
eq,::;_-. n  .
	 Az will socn r,c seen, nowcve r , tnis is not the case .
	 Ac-
t,;al,y	 tote. reccavers (less their antenr,.^si could be mounter or, a
A s" k3
, 
Ooar.l wits: a rr,axi	 parts heigr.t of u, i,".	 This compactness
er.a:.les t:.c r e cElverE to r3 e mounted in the SM^ at the cost of a strall
Increase :r th e neignt of its housing.	 Tne two antennas, in the form
of an "A", are mounted in front of the SM: speaKer. They will be en-
case:: ir. a tough plastic housing w:,ich maKes then mechanically reliac:c.
TestZ s:.	 that the sound pattern is not noticeaLly effectea oy this
antenna arrange-ent in front of the speaKer.
	 (Test results for this
arrange-ent are given as an attachment to this report.)
At the low frequencies of 4:):) and 5uu kilohertz, it is not necessary
to use a superheterodyne frequency conversion receiver. This factor
alone constitutes a substantial step in reducing complexity and space
requirements.	 Furthermore, a local oscillator with its radiation prob-
le:-s is avoided. Two receivers are to be furnished NASA under this
contract (eacr, is actually two receivers as described above), one oper-
ating at 455 and the other at 500 kilohertz. As discussed earlier,
each deck of the craft will use a different frequency. The two re-
ceivers nave the same aesign ana differ only in the tuning of the an-
tenna, the frequency of a ceramic banapass filter, the tuning of the
discriminator ana the tuning of a third harmonic circuit to be dis-
cussed later.
Thus, these FM receivers are supplied fixed-tuned to one frequency.
Due to the natur of an FM receiver, the output signal level will re-
main constant regardless cf signal input level so lung as limiting
e::ists. A unique means is provided in each receiver to gate off the
output audio before any noticable degradation of quality or any notic-
able reduction in signal/noise occurs due to a drop of input signal
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	 The wine-
	
.ses log	 of	 copper wire.
	
Tr,e 4 of the tuned antenna
gi':in:;	 t5 kilohertz at 5Ui; kilohertz anu 22.5
..	 r tz at
	 .. Co.,. 'L ::..	 ('I nc tanowiatr. is much greater than the 6.0
•:i_ .•_rtz car:	 of tc,c• trans-ittea signal ana is tre refore not
critical.)	 . '^Eaarxc of t:.e antenna is about oUK ohms.
	
This t.;g.,.
irrrc:ianct_ re,; - : is tr.c first an 	 if ter to have a higr, input impecar,cc.
Inc SL-.I,,4,	 by Signetics, is a dual gate FET capable of very low
interr,oa,:lation at high signal levels.	 Other strong signals or noise
^nents that e.av EE present in the cra! t therefore have less cr.ance
c: ca.:si-g intermcojl aticr, with the desired signal.
	 The antenna is
cata:.lE of generating several thousano microvolts when the transr:rtcr
is very close to the receiver.
	 In the future, more than one trans:',it-
ter might be usea in the sane chamber, so it is desirable to avoid a
serious intermodJlation problem.
The output of the first amplifier couples to a bandpass filter where
practically all the selectivity of the receiver is obtained. This
filter is a very compact one that will ;meet the MIL-NASA SPECS.
	 It
uses ceramic discs to produce a bandwidth of 16 kilohertz at the b dB
points and an attenuation of 5U dB at twice this banawidth. This fil-
ter, maae by Vc•rnitron, is about .327" in diameter and 1.17" long.
	 Tr,E
filter output is coupled to a TV-FM chip by means of a matching trans-
former which provides a voltage gain of 12 dB. The minimum limiting
level of this cnir (3u6-., made by several firms and meeting MIL-NASA
specs when pacKaged in a ceramic case) is 2UU uV. This chip limits the
signal at the 1 AV p-Y level, detects the signal with a quadrature de-
tector requiring a single tuned circuit, amplifies the audio signal to
1.UV rms and also provioes an electronic attenuator which is used to
mute the output when transmission ceases or drops below the limiting
level as aescrib.a above.
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W;REI.F'SS MICROPHONE COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
INTRODUCTION
The wireless microphonc: system has been developed to provide crew mer.-
bers of the Spact Shuttle Orbiter with a communication capability while
a"ar frnr their rormal stations, The wireless microphone eliminates
tho need. for trailing umbilical cables which would be inconvenient and
possibly hazardous; it permits a hands-free operation which allows the
crew member to cc ,ncentrate on the instrument manipulations o-t repair
activities that he is concerned with.
BACKGROUND
Both ;ABC and CBS in their recent coverage of both national conventions
used wireless microphones and experienced fade-outs during several inter-
views. This occured even though more than one receiver was used. Today,
communication eni • ineers regard radio communication within an enclosure
as unreliable, and it is the subject of many technical articles-through
the years, All of the commercial systems we know of use frequencies
above 20 megahertz, Such systems invite multipath (reflections) pro-
blems which cause cancellation or null pickup problems. Furthermore,
these systems are- complex, large and power consumming. All of this,
plus NASA's dislike for wire antennas that can easily be broken off or
injure an eye pretty much ruled out the "usual" approach.
Th6 demonstration system we bring with us today operates at 455 kHz.
The transmitter s an omnidirectional radiator using the near magnetic
field. The receiver (actually two receivers with ferrite antennas) also
provides omnidirectional pickup. At this low frequency, reflections
within the space craft will always be in phase (for all practical pur-
poses) and will add to improve the signal level. Hence we have an over-
all omnidirectional system that will not experience null situations.
At these low frequencies, radiation in and out of the space craft will
be highly attenuated due to the relatively small openings compared with
the waveleng th. ' This also applies between chambers of the space craft,
so the same frequency can be used (FM system captures the strongest sig-
anl) in different: chambers. Although NASA did not make i t a requirement,
it is believed that a secure system, that is immune to spying or jamming
from outside sources, would be desireable.
DESCRIPTION
Wireless Microphone Transmitter
The wireless mic_ophone transmitter is
operates at 455 kHz carrier frequency
quency deviation. The audio bandwidth
than 5% maximum distortion at 1.0 kHz.
a narrow band FM system which
(or 500 kHz), with a + 3 kHz fre-
is 300 Hz to 3.0 kHz, with less
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The low carrier frequency has been chosen to keep the wavelength large
compared with any internal dimension of the vehicle, thoreby el.imi.natinf,
any standing, wavi condition in the cabin volume, (6 s 600 meters). The
Long wavelength also assures that the radiated signal is vanishingly
small; the receiver operates entirely in the near field of, the trans-
mitten antenna, and in effect the two antennas constitute loosely cou-
pled transformer windings.
The transmitter Lses a pair of ferrite bar antennas which are mounted
orthogonally and driven by two signals which are in time quadrature.
The resul-inb antenna magnetic field pattern is therefore rotating in
space, and tends to prevent reception nulls which might arise for cer-
tain relative orientations of transmitter and receiver antennas.
Amplified microphone audio signals drive a pair of varactor diodes which
form part of the tank circuit for the 455 kHz oscillator, modulating the
I	 oscillator frequency in proportion to the audio signal level. The out-
put of the oscillator is fed 6hrough two MOSFET buffers to the two an-
tenna coil drivers, with a 90 phase shifter included at the input to
one of the MOSFET's
Both PTT and VOX modes of operation are provided. DC power to the main
oscillator and antenna drivers is gated through the PTT switch, or via
the VOX output switching transistor. In the VOX mode, an attack time
of approximately 4 milliseconds is provided, with a release time of the
order of 1.5 seconds.
The transmitter standing power drain is less than 12 milliwatts. When
keyed, the transmitter drain is just under 3/4 watt. The transmitter
dimensions are 3" x 3" x 1.5", less the battery pack, which is a sepa-
rate package. It has been suggested by NASA, that a separate battery
pack be used to enable flexibility in supply requirements for different
mission requirements without upsetting the transmitter package.
i
We find that the ferrite antennas, whose dimensions are 0.48" x 0.120" x
3.75 10 , can be located as close as 0.5" from an aluminum surface where
the 0.48" dimensions is parallel with the aluminum surface, without any
significant; degradation in performance. This applies to both receiver
and transmitter. This makes for a very compact antenna system which,
when encapsulated in a suitable plastic, will offer high reliability.
Also, tests show detuning due to hand capacity 0.5" from the antennas
does not degrade performance to any noticable extent.
x	 Battery Power for the Wireless Microphone
Telephonics recommends the use of the Md lory Lithium/Organic batteries
as'a_ power source for the Wireless Micorphone transmitter. This recom-
mendation is based upon the superior energy density and voltage regu-
lation attainable with L/O batteries as compared with Ni Cad, Mercury,
Alkaline, or Carbon/Zinc cells. Manufacturer's data indicates that
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"'. crow­ ne Receiver
tic rt ceiver can be a straight tuned RF receiver that does
n,_ rvq.^ire a sulcrhetrodyne frequency conversion, thus avoiding a lo-
cal cscillator t}at would cause radiation problems. Our present dc-
sicn makes use of a n'-FM chip which takes the input signal at 455 kHz.
at :he 200 uv level, limits the signal at 1.6v p-p, detects the signal
wi g ,-. a quadrature detector requiring a simple tuned circuit, and ampli-
fiE•^ the: signal to earphone level.	 The chip (3065, made by several
fir:-.s, meets MIL-'NASA specs when packaged in a ceramic case) also pro-
vides an electronic attenuator circuit which we use to mute the output
wher. transmission stops in either PTT or VOX operation. Actuall y
 two
receivers and tw( antennas are used for 100 reception reliability.
This is practica: because each receiver requires only two chips, a small
cera:-.ic bandpass filter and a few associated discrete parts. 	 It is prac-
tical to mount both receivers on a printed circui board 3" x 3". The
ferrite antennas are 3.75" long, arranged in a 90 "X" and protected by
a plastic housing. Hence the receiver package will be not more than
3" x 3" x 1.5" including both electronics and antennas.
?^he receiver antenna- provide circuit Q's of approximately 20, the in-
put bandwidth is thus + 11 kHz. The antenra signal is processed through
a wideband op-amp w th a 20 dB gain, then through a 9 hole lattice-fil-
ter having 10 kH , bandwidth at the 6 dB down points. The filtered FM
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sign-,I is then fed into a 3065 "TV Sound System" integrated circuit
which prov!des tie FM limiting, detection, and audio pre-amplification
functions on a single chip. A single LC tuned circuit is associated
with the 3065 IC. Audio o!itput level from the 3065 IC is over 1 vole.
rms at distortion levels below 5%.
	 .
The 3U65 IC oper,ites with a single ended supply of +12 VDC; this is
also suitable .fcir the dual wideband op-amp. Combined power dissipation
with both receiver sections operating is of the order of one watt. Both
receiver sectioni can be packaged on a printed circuit board 3" x 3"
!	 or less.
The receiver dimensions are such that the PC board can be mounted in
the SMU at the cost of a small increase in the height of the housing.
The receiving antenna can be mounted in front of the SMU speaker.
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	APPENDIX I TEST PLAN	 011" P0OR QUALITY
WIrELESS MICROPHONE TESTS
1) Determines minimum and maximum receiver audio outputs with the trans-
mitter separated from the receiver by the following distances in
feet.	 .5, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, and dropout.
2) Measure distortion through the system at transmitter/receiver spac-
ings of 6 and 15 feet,
3) Measure the audio bandwidth of the system at the 3 and 6 dB points.
4) Measure the VOX attack and release times.
5) Measure the transmitter power, while transmitting and not transmit-
ting, and measure the receiver power..
6) Determine the transmitter field strength.
7) Determine the susceptibility of typical electronic equipment to the
transmitter power at various distances.
8) With the transmitter/receiver spacing equal to 15 feet, determine
the system susceptibility to a 455 kHz electronic current on a 3
foot length of wise spaced at various distances from the receiver.
The wire/receiver orientation should be for maximum coupling and
the transmitter/receiver orientation should be for minimum coupling.
The data should show wire current as a function of wire/receiver
spacing for loss of capture of transmitter signal.
9) Determine typical speech limiting in the transmitter.
s.
r
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Test -I Audio Output vs. Transmitter to Receiver Distance
Test 4 Audio Distortion
Test #3 Audio Frequency Response
Test -4 VOX Attack and Release Time
Test 4 Transmitter and Receiver Power Drain
Test 46 Field Strengths Previously Measured;
See Appendix III
Test 47 Effect of Transmitter on Nearby Electronic
Equipment
Test 618 Susceptibility of Wireless Microphone Receiver
to Interference from Adjacent Shuttle Circuits
Test 1,19 Microphone level
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Determine minimun and maximum audio output vs.. T/R spacing.
AUDIO OUTPUT mv.
SPACING, FT.^.^
	
0.5
	
520	 560
	
1.0	 540	 580
	
2.0	 530	 560
	
4.0	 580	 620
	
8.0	 500	 540
	
16.0	 280	 620
	
32.0*	 280	 680
	
22.0	 280	 620
* Careful orientation of receiver, one drop out position was found.
At 22 feet solid reception was obtained.
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SYSTEM: TOTAL DISTORTION
A frequency selective HP Voltmeter #3591A was used to measure system
distortion (transmitter and receiver). A 500 Hz tone at 60 uv level
was used to modulate the transmitter to its full FM excursion + 3 kHz,
(without clipping, which protects against over modulation). Tests were
made at 6 feat and 15 feet. (Bandwidth of voltmeter: 100 Hz)
LEVELS, mv.
6 FT. SPACING 15 FT. SPACING
Fundamental (500 Hz)	 540	 560
- -M
2nd Harmonic (1000 Hz) 2.5
3rd Harmonic (1500 Hz) 23
4th Harmonic (2000 Hz) 6
5th Harmonic (2500 Hz) 3.9
6th Harmonic (3000 Hz) 1.2
Total Distortion =	 YL2nd) 2 + (3rd) 2 + . .	 .
Fundamental
@ 6 FT.	 4.5% Distortion
@ 15 FT.	 4.4% Distortion
r
^r
* Receiver output into 500 ohm load. The transmitter modulation level
is set for a 60 uv microphone input for full modulation + 3 kHz.
Clipping is used above this level to limit FM excursion Fo 3.5 kHz.
The demonstration receiver uses 500 Ohm earphones. Receiver band-
width is 10 kHz @ the 6 dB points, this allows + 2 kHz tolerance.
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TEST #3
FREQV C.NCY RESPONSE OF SYSTEM: (TRANSMITTER AND RECEIVER)
FR£2UENCY , Na LEVEL, miv, .
260 400
300 450 (•3 dB)
400 540
500 600
1000 660 (Max. 0-dB)
t
1500 620
2000 520
2200 470 (-3 dB)
4002500
3000 330 (-6 dB)
3500 290
ri 4000 260
*	 Receiver output into 500 Ohm laod for a transmitter input of 60 uv
• (just below limit level).
t.
Transmitter - Receiver separation 15 Ft.
t
l
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TEST #4
VOX ATTACK AND RELEASE TIME
Transmitter onl y using full modulation (70 uv 3000 liz input), the VOX
attack time is 0.6 ms.
Transmitter and receiver attack time (includes time for mute circuit to
turn on) is 4 ms.
Transmitter release time is 1.6 seconds,
^ av^oN a «rnRUMe^n sv^scw c+o^roMTra+
i^i
i
I
i
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TEST #5
TRANSMITTER RECEIVER POWER
Receiver: 12V @ 41 ma - 0.49 watts
Transmitter: VOX (Stand By) 5.8V @ 2 ma
11.6 mw
PTT (Transmit) 5.8V @ 122 ma
0.71 watts
.0
I
3
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TEST J7	
Or Poolt QuAlAry
EFFECT OF TRANSMITTER ON NEARBY ELECTRONIC E2UIPMENT
iFor this test, O-e wireless transmitter was placed a few ' nches fron,
-the microphone input circuit board of an open ATU ► Tne transmitt er
was keyed repeatvdly, while the operator listened to the ATU audio
output, No perceptible interference was found, nor any keying clicks.
A similar test with the transmitter keyed adjacent to a high impedance
oscilloscope probe did indicate some interference. This was not un-
expected; significant electric fields do exist within a foot of the
transmitter antenna.
11^^^^^^^we^
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TEST #8
EFFECT OF INTERFERING SIGNALS AT THE WIRELESS MIC RECEIVER
TEST #8A
Interfering Currant; 200 microamps
Frequency: Approximately 455 KHz, vernier tuned for greatest
degradation of received signal.
Distance From Transmitter to Receiver; 15 feet
I	 Varied the distance between receiver and interfering wire. At 11 1/2
inches between antenna center and the wire, the signal is marginally
intelligible. At 12 112 inches separation the received signal is
very clear.
.t
TEST #8B
It
Distance From Transmitter to Receiver; 15 Feet
Frequency: Approximately 455 KHz, vernier tuned for greatest degrada-
tion of received signal.
Distance From Antenna Center to Wire; 6"
current.
	
t 0 microamperes, the voice signalVaried the interfering
	
	 A 5	 p	 ,	 e g
is marginally intelligible. At 40 ua or less the received voice
signal is very clear. Calculations indicate that a long straight wire
carrying 200 microamperes should induce approximately the same signal
level at the receiver, located one foot from the wire, as the wireless
transmitter would induce at a distance of 13 feet. This is a fairly
good check on test 8A.
It was noted that a very minute de-tuning of the interfering signal, ie.,
a fraction of I KHz, would reduce the interference effect very drasti-
cally, leaving very clear reception. This was evident in both tests
8A and 8B. In other words, a concerted effort was required to achieve
interference. At slightly greater detuning, the antenna could be
brought within 1 1/2 inches of the interfering wire with no adverse
effects.
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For this test the wireless microphone transmitter was turned off.
With no interfering current, the observed noise voltage across the
headset resistance (500 ohms) was 0,6 millivolts.
The interfering current was adjusted to 455 KHz and set to various
levels while the receiver separation from the wire was adjusted until
a noise voltage increase to 1.5 millivolts was observed across the
receiver headset resistance. This provided a check on the ability
of interfering signals to release the noise muting. Typical results
were:
1.2 ua -	 separation 12"
4.5 ua -	 separation 36"
7.6 ua -	 separation 72"
30.0 ua -	 separation 108"
This indicates that to avoid transmission of receiver noise to the
rest of the ADS, circuits carrying 455 KHz signals in the spacecraft
should be routed in metallic trays or otherwise shielded to avoid
turning on the wireless microphone receiver noise.
An alternate would be to keep the wireless mic transmitter on, avoiding
capture of the circuit by spurious signals.
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TEST #9
MICROPHONE LEVEL
A Turner #35A dynamic microphone is used in the feasibility model,
t	
r
When clipped on the chest 6" below the mouth, at normal, speech level.,
full modulation occurs, with some limiting estimated at 6 dB.
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APPENDIX III
ANTENNA CALCULATIONS
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** Section III has been omitted since it contains battery
fabrication and discharge test requirements for only the
particular battery - HA5590( )/U.
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v1, PROGRAM SUMMARY
f	 I , OBJECTIVE
t
The subject Final Technical Report concerns the development and fabrication of Battery No. BA-5590( )/U in
•	 accordance with the performance/safety requirements as defined in the Technical_ Ouideltnes for Non-Hazardous Primary
Uthium-Orpnic Electrolyte Batteries dated 29 March 1973. Our primary concern has been the fabrication of the subject
batteries in confurnum with these guidelines and most important, the development of effective safety mechanisms to
insure nonhazardous operation under all conditions of storage, use and operation. Basic considerations for such safety
mechanisms were system reliability, effectiven'a, economics and adaptability to eventual automated production,
`	 2. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS
2.1	 Contract No. DAAB07.73-C-0282, BA-5590 ( )/U dated 2 July 1973,
2.2	 Teftical Guidelines for Non-Hazardous Primary Lithium-Orpnic Electrolyte Batteries dated 29 March
1973,
2,3	 Technical Report, DD Form 1423 Exhibit B, Battery BA-3590p	 	 ( )/tJ, Fabrication Test Phase dated 25
June 1974.
3. CELL CONFIGURATION
3	 3.1 Cell Selection
The L -26 "D" lithium cell was utilized to fabricate the required BA-5590 ( )/U battery,
3.2 Cell Construction
	3.2.1	 Cell Component Description
The anode consists of one continuous strip of lithium ribbon which serves as both the active elec•
trode and current collector. Anode size as it interfaces with the cathode is nominally 20 x 1,75 inches
yielding an active surface area of 35 square inches per cell.
The cathode consists of a carbonaceous mix deposited on a current collector of 5 Al 12 .3/0 ex-
panded aluminum grid. Cathode size is nominally 20 x 1.75 x .028 inches yielding an active surface
area of 35 square inches per cell.
The separator is microporous polypropylene whichis 48 inches long by 2 inches wide,
The electrolyte consists of 70% sulfur dioxide by weight. The remaining 30% contains lithium
bromide and the organic solvents.
	
3.2.2	 Cell Fabrication
The call is constructed by winding rectangular strips of anode-aeparstor-cathode-separator stacks of
the aforementioned dimensions into a cylindrical roll which is then inserted in a nickel plated steel con
125
Ias shown in Figure I . Put method of construction is employed to give the cell a high rate/low temper•
ature capability by increasing the surface area of the electrodes The anode terminal is electrically
connected to the steel can. The cathode terminal is electncally connected to the aluminum cover/vent
assembly which is insulated by a glass filled polypropylene grommet. The cell is then hermetically
sealed by mechanically crimping the cell can over the grommet. The cell is subsequently evacuated
and filled by the introduction of electrolyte through the rubber septum. Epoxy is applied at the
crimp interface to minimize low temperature electrolyte leakage. The vent disc till port is then tilled
with solder to further minimize electrolyte leakage and permeation within the septum.
3,2.3	 Cell Vent Mechanism
The Ml employs a pressure sensitive venting mechanism which will safely deactivate a cell at an in•
ternal pressure of 350450 psi (S02) which is equivalent to a temperature of 200 .2200 F. 'The vent
design as shown in Figure 2 consists of an aluminum vent disc/copper ring tab which is ultrasonically
ring welded to the cell top/septum assembly. Excessive internal pressure causes mrtical displacement
of the septum within the cell top. Cell venting is primarily accomplished by shearing of the vent disc
by the septum, This results in complete venting of the pressurized electrolyte and cell deactivation.
3.3 Outline Dimensions
Cell Height:	 2.345 inches maximum
Cell Diameter.	 1,335 inches maximum
4. BATTERY CONFIGURATION
4.1 Packaging
Battery No. BA-5590 ( )/U consists of two identical 12 volt sections each containing five "D" lithium cells,
The cells are packaged within a poly-laminated fiberboard case, painted lusterless olive drab per Federal Stand.
and No. 595. Filler material is used as required to provide adequate structural strength to the battery and mini-
mize internal movement, The battery utilizes a floating connector in accordance with requirements of the
Technical Guidelines.
4.2 Electrical Protec=ion
Each battery section is protected on its positive leg with a Lit defuse No. 313000 series fuse rated at 10 amps/
32 volts. This fuse is of the"SLO•BLO" or time delay type designed to withstand momentary high current
surges yet protect the battery against extemal short circuits. The electrical characteristics of this fuse are as
follows:
FUSE RATING
	 RESPONSE TIME
110% 4 hours minimum
135% 1 hour minimum
200% S-60 seconds
r'
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S. ELECTRICAL REOUIRLMENTS
5.1 . Load Voltage
Voltage	 24A volts nominal
32 0 volts maximuan
20.0 volts minimum
5.2 Discharge Characteristics
The battery was continuously discharged through load No. 1 resistance for 10 ms., then through load No, 2
resistance for one minute and finally through load No. 3 resistance for nine minutes.
LOAD No. 1 (ohms)	 LOAD No. 2 (ohms)	 LOAD No. 3 (ohms)
8t I rk	 3911%	 560± 110
5.3 Service Requirements, End Voltage 20.0 Volts
a. 48 hours under immediate discharge at 75 t 70F,
b. 42 hours under smmediate discharge at 15 i 30F following stabilization for a minimum of 8 hours at
a 125:t 30F,
C.	 24 hours under immediate discharge at •20 t 3 0F following stabilization for a minimum of 8 hours at
-20 t 30F.
5.4 Storage Requirements
The battery must deliver 9070 of the above service requirements after 30 days storage at 160 t 30F.
6. SAFETY DESIGN INVESTIGATION
6.1 Temperature/Current Limiting Fuse
A fuse sensitive to both temperature and current was designed and fabricated in an effort to evaluate its
merit as a safety mechanism. The basic design of the fuse is shown in Figure 3. This configuration permits in-
sertion within the central winding cavity of each cell and connection in series with the anode tab. This .tab was
selected due to its metallurgical compatability with the fuse terminals thus minimizing electrochemical corro,
sion effects.
The fuse essen , ially consists of a non-resetable thermal cutoff in conjunction with an externally wound heater
element. Incorporated in the design is a non-conductive solid pellet which maintains a spring loaded electrical
contact under normal operating temperatures. When the predetermined rated temperature (185 t 3 0F) is ex-
	
`'	 meded in the call the pellet will melt, allowing the electrical contact to open and break the circuit. The entire
	
e _	 assembly, including the pellet and other components, is encased and epoxy sealed. The fuse assembly was en-
capsulated in Dow Corning QR4 .3110 silicone elastoplastic to minimize permeation of the electrolyte The
thermal/current fuse was found to electrically deactivate a cell under the following conditions:
i
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External short circuit and/or high current discharge above the rated fusing current.
High, temperature/current discharge above the rated fusing temperature.
However, the thcrinai current fuse will not protect against most internal winding shorts nor against severe
high temperature storage environments. in addition, electrolyte permeation through the polled encapsulant
resulted to corrosion of the internal fuse components. This corrosion was sufficient to form a variable resis•
live path which can cause cell self,drschaige. In addition, there are several other disadvantages.
The present thermal/current fuse represents a volume of approximately 0.98 cc. Use of this fuse will re-
sult in a corresponding reduction of electrolyte volume.
Thermal/current fuse impedance will have an adverse effect on cell discharge performance and will de•
grade cell capacity during prolonged storage.
i
Material and fabrication costs.
6.2 Current Limiting Fuse
An alternative internal fuse configuration for each cell was also evaluated in an effort to develop a more sim-
plified and economical fusing mechanism. The fuse is shown in Figure 4a, It consists of a localized reduction
in cross-sectional area of the anode tab material (nickel) which provides current limiting protection under most
external short circuit conditions. Nickel was selected as the fuse material due to its compatability with the elec•
trolyte and its overall metallurgical properties. In addition, a thermal shield (polyethylene) was installed around
the fuse to minimize heat transfer to the electrolyte. This configuration permits insertion of the fuse along the
external wall of the winding and connection in series with the anode tab as shown in Figure 4b. The current
limiting fuse will electrically deactivate a cell only upon application of an external short circuit and/or high
current discharge above the rated fusing current. The fuse will not protect against most internal winding shorts
nor against severe high temperature storage environments. Again, some form of venting is required. In addi.
lion, there are several other disadvantages:
The current limiting fuse is quite sensitive to low-level vibration and shock due to its small cross-sectional
area.
— The fuses are quite difficult to fabricate and installation into the cell is quite operator sensitive. In addi-
tion, some form of thermal shielding may be required to obtain uniform fusing characteristics.
Corrosion of the small cross-sectional area of the fuse during high temperature storage may alter the fuse
parameters.
6.3 Recommendations
It is felt that the internal thermal/current fuse configuration is an unreliable safety mechanism due to elec-
trolyte permeation within the fuse, The more economical current limiting fuse is not considered to be suitable
due to its limited protection capabilities and its vulnerability to shock and vibration. A pressure sensitive vent
mechanism is considered to be the most reliable, effective and economical means of cell deactivation.
6A Vapor Absorptio n
Cell venting ot'any nature results in the rapid emission of sulfur dioxide and electrolyte solvents within the
battery, Should ;ill ten cells vent under wont case conditions, internal battery case pressure can be as hush as
!i
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DIMENSION OF THE INTERNAL FUSE
FIGURE 40
FIGURE 4b
THE DELL CONSTRUCTION OF THE FUSED CELLS
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2 1 ps ►a. Control of such r conditio n may be accomplished in most applications by containment and subsequent
absorption of the giseo ►us vapors. However, vapor containment requires hermetic sealing of the battery Case
and its connector ,rssembl) . Due to the materials and fabrication costs of such a battery package, it was recom.
mended that vapor absorption not be utilized as a safety mechanism.
.I
7, SAFETY EVALUATION
7.1 Cell Tests
Both fresh and partially discharged "D" cells were subjected to the following hazardous tests/environments
in accordance with paragraph 12.1 of the Technical Guidelines:
a, Short Circuit Test
b, Increasing Load Test
c. Hot Plate Test	 01 
0I, 1^
d. Cell Deformation Test
e. Dynamic Environmental Test
f, Case Rupture Test
I
g. Incineration Test
7,2 Battery Tests
BA-5590( )/U batteries were subjected to the following hazardous tests/environments in accordance with
paragraph 3.2.2 of the Technical Guidelines:
a. Short Circuit lest
b. Increasing Load Test
i
c. Hot Plate Test
d. Immersion Test (Tap Water)
e, Immersion Test (Salt Water)
f. Reverse Discharge Test
7.3 Test Results — Ce1 Level
All tests were conducted within a fume hood under controUed environmental conditions.
7,3.1
	 Short Ch suit Test
An external short circuit of less than 0.1 ohm was applied to the test cells until venting and/or
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Istabilization oc,.uriod. All fresh cells were s4fely deactivated within 8 minutes when internal Loll
pres^ure was sufficient to activate the vent mechanism at approximately 370470 psi. This is equi.
valeiJ to at) external temperature of 200-2200F, No explosive condition was Onyved during expo.
sure of an open name to fumes of the vented cells, Partially discharged cells were observed to ther.
malh^ stabilize at a temperature below the venting level.
	
7.3.2	 Increasing Load Test
Test cells were initially discharged ;of two amps (c15) for one minute, The discharge rate was
hneirly increased at a rate of I amp/n. ,mle until venting and/or stabilization occurred. All fresh
cells were 
safely 
deactivated when intemal cell pressure was sufficient to activate the vent mecha.
nism at a current level of 8 . 10 amps. Exterrial cell temperature was observed to be 200-230O F upon
cell venting. Partially discharged cells were observed to thermally stabilize at a temperature below
the venting level.
	
7,33	 Hot Plate Test
Test cells were placed on a hot plate and heated at a rate of approximately 20 OF per minute un-
til venting occurred. Both fresh and partially discharged cells were safely deactivated within ten
mimites when the internal pressure was sufficient to activate the vent mechanism at a cell tempera.
ture of 2 1 0.1.400F. Maximum hot plate temperature was 3500F. However, this is not indicative
of cell temperature due to substantial heat losses,
	
73.4	 Cell Deformation Test
Test cells were placed between the insulated jaws of a vise in such a manner as to deform the
lower half of the cell leaving the crimped seal section essentially intact.. Pressure was slowly applied
until a voltage drop indicated the presence of an internal short and/or until cell venting, All frost)
cells safely vented due to condensation of sulfur dioxide gas into the Uquid state and resulting hy-
draulic pressurization of the liquid, Internal winding short circuits were insufficient to substantially
increase cell temperature and were not the cause of cell venting, The test was repeated on cells pre.
viously discharged to 50% of their nominal capacity with similar results.
	
7.3.5	 Dynamic Environment Test
High "g" level sinusoidal vibration was applied along each axis of the test cells. Cell temperature
and output voltage were continuously monitored to detect the presence of an internal short, The
vibration profile was as follows:
50 g, 5-2000 cps for IS minutes minimum along cell horizontal and vertical axes,
75 g, 100-2000 cps for 15 minutes minimum along cell horizontal and vertical axes.
i
No evidence of internal cell shorting was observed during the vibration test. Immediately follow.
ing exposure to the above vibration levels, each cell was discharged under a 7 ohm load at room
temperature, The results show an average cell capacity of 9 ampere hours.
	
73.6	 Casc Rupture Test
A 0.250 inch diameter hole was drilled completely through each rigidly mounted test cell along
its hirizontal axis using a hilh qwd drill bit. RApid ewape of electrolyte through the drilled hole
9
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and a subsequent loss of ()CV was Observed. Some sparking was also observed during the drilling.
operation. Cell temperature in all cases decreased several degrees below room temperature due to
the rapid loss of electrolyte pressure. No explosive conditions were observed-during exposure of an
open (lame adjacent to the drilled hole, The test was repeated on partially discharged cells with
similar results.
	
7.3.7	 Incineration Test
The test cells were rigidly mounted in such a manner as to permit exposure of the cell base to
the flame of a propan! torch. An explosive condition was observed on two cells during exposure to
the flame. It is our opinion that this explosive condition was due to combustion of organic solvents
in the presence of lithium within the sealed cell. Venting of these cells did not prevent a simultane.
ous or subsequent explosion. Three additional test cells were observed to have safely vented upon
exposure to the flame. Uniform heating of the cell was more likely to cause safe venting of the cell.
Prolonged exposure of the cell to the flame after venting resulted In a lithium fire.
The design change was made to increase the fill port diameter from .070 to, 1,15 inch. This will
increase the initial force on the septum by a factor of 2.2 without altering the prc-established vent
characteristics, In addition, it permits a more rapid venting of pressurized electrolyte thus minimiz-
ing the risk of a subsequent explosion.
7.4 Test Results -- Battery Level
	
7.4.1	 Short Circuit Test
An external short circuit of less than 0,1 ohm was applied to BA-5590 ( )/U batteries until
fusing and/or venting occurred, Each battery section was electrically protected with a Littlefuse
No. 313000 series "SLO•BLO" fuse rated at 10 amp/32 volts. All test batteries were safely deacti-
vated by the electrical fuse and/or cell venting. The electrical fuse was not found to be adequate to
deactivate some test batteries because it required a 2009b current rating (20 amps) to affect electrical
deactivation within 60 seconds, Test batteries did not always deliver this current level for the required
time and, consequently the vent mechanism was activated. Battery deactivation was achieved by the
venting of 1.2 cells,
	
7.4.2
	 Increasing Load Test
Test batteries were initially discharged at two amps (c/5) for one minute, The discharge rate was
linearly increased at a rate of one amp/minute until venting and/or stabilization occurred. All bat•
teries were safely deactivated when internal cell pressure was sufficient to activate the vent mecha•
nism at a current level of 8.10 amps. Venting of one cell was sufficient to deactivate the entire bat-
tery, Battery fuses were rated at 10 amps/32 volts and were not activated.
	
7.4.3	 Hot Plate Test
Test batteries were placed on a hot plate and heated at a rate of approximately 20OF per min.
ute until venting occurred. All cells were observed to have safely vented when the internal pressure
was sufficient to activate the vent mechanism at a maximum case temperature of 260 0F, Maximum
hot plate temperature was observed to be 4200F.
	
7.4.4	 llmbtersion Test (Tap Water)
The test battery connectors were .covered with waterproof tape, Each battery was fully im•
nerd in tap water and subsequently discharged at the two amp rate to zero volts. All test batteries
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were safely discharged to zero volts within an average time of 13 S hours. No signiNunt voll;ige
drol, was observed during the tap water immersion.
r
7.4x5	 Immersion Test (Salt Water)
Vic above test was repeated using water with a 3.5 t 0.13f concentration t)f sodium chloride. A
voltage drop of 0 3 volts was observed during the salt water Immersion due it) cell seif-discharge.
Ail test batteries were safely discharged to zero volts within an average rims of 8.1 hours. This loss
Of capacity was attributed to partial cell self-discharge,
7.4.0
	 Reverse Discharge Test
teach test battery was discharged in series with an external power source at the two amp rate for
a period of 15 hours. Two batteries were safely deactivated by the venting of 34 cells within each
battery. One cell within the third battery exploded approximately 45 seconds after start of the t_e-
verv- discharge. This cell was located ad)acent to the battery connector. it is not known why this
explosion occurred within such a short period of time. However, it is felt that localized combustion
of the organic solvent in the presence of lithium may have initiated the explosion. Further combus•
tion was most likely extinguished by the presence of sulfur dioxide within the cell. This condition
was not observed on any other test samples, which safely vented during reverse discharge.
7.5 Conclusions
The cell vent mechanism and the battery fuse performed satisfactorily under most conditions of battery
storage, use and operation. Vent activation occurred at a sufficiently high thermal level to as not to restrict
high temperature cell/battery discharge performance, The ineffectiveness of the vent mechanism to preclude
an explosive condition during the environments of the Incineration Test and Reverse Discharge Test was most
likely due to the following:
a. low internal pressure gradient due to the poor thermal conductivity of S0 2 (0.005 Btu/hr. ft. OF).
b. Slow release of pressurized electrolyte through the vent due to the cell top configuration and/or block•
age of the fill port with separator material.
7.6 Design Changes
7.6.1	 Cell Vent Mechanism
A design change was r'nade to increase the fili port diameter front ,070 to .125 inch. This will in,
crease the initial force on the septum by a factor of 2.2 without altering the preestablished vent
characteristics. In addition, it permits a more rapid venting of pressurized electrolyte thus rninimiz•
ing the risk of a subsequent explosion. The Incineration Test and the Reverse Discharge Test were
subsequently repeated at Mallory Battery Company using cells with this design change, All ce`Is
and batteries were safely deactivated and no explosive conditions were observed. It was not felt
necossary to conduct the other tests with this dedp modification.
7.6.2	 Ekrtrical Fuse
A design change was also made to decrease the battery fuse rating to 5 amps/] 25 volts to assure
electrical deactivation under all external short circuit conditions yet permit proper battery opera-
dor under the required disdiuge profiles. The electrical characteristics of this fuse are as follows:
f
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RESPONSU TIMI
l 10 .	 4 hours mimmutro
I hour mtminunt
i•:
lov,	 5.60 secon6
The hatter) Short Circuit Test was repeated on batteries with this design change All test bat•
tenet were elecirivally deactivated and net cell venting was observed
S. FABRICATION TEST PHASL
8.1 Test Requirements
Three () DA-S590 ( yL' hatlenak were fabricated and stored for 30 days at 160 ( '[-. They were suhst;,
quently discharged in accordance with paragraph 5,2 at -26or, 75 r'F, and 12,01%
8,2 Test Result%
The test resul!s showed that the test batteries substantially exceeded all minimum electrical service require.
ments (See attached Test Report No. 1). A summary of this data is shown below:
	
HOURS	 START UP
REQ`)IREU	 ACTUAL HOURS	 CYCLES TO
SERIAL NO.
	
TE ST TEMP.	 TO 20,0 V	 TO 20.0 V	 REACH 20,0 V.
0136	 + 75 OF	 43,2	 82.0	 1
0149	 +125oF	 37,8	 78,4	 1
0129	 -200F
	
21.6	 36,4	 3
9. CONCLUSIONS /RECOMMENDATIONS
9.1 Electrical Performance
The electrical discharge capacity of battery BA•5590 ( )/U substantially exceeded the minimum specifica•
tions as required in the Technical Guidelines. In addition, the battery conformed to all dimensional and weight
specifications, Therefore, the Mallory L0.26 "D" lithium Deli is recommended as the cell component for the
subject battery,
9.2 Safety Performance
The cell vent nechanism and electrical fuse performed satisfactorily under the prescribed conditions of bat.•
tery use, storage and operation, The battery is therefore considered safe for use under all electrical discharge
requirements as > pecified in the Technical Guidelines,
However, the) a are some extreme environmental conditions such as incineration and reverse discharge where
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1' 	 ^1 ►t;^'.l'1c^N 	 ^1L^1l.11.y,
ThO Ll,/tiO2 systen, rs ,rmunijA the most advanced, commercially and
trchniL.rlly, of the new lithium systeml- devulopcd over the last decade.
l:s fort(• as ( ►
 pri . -l ary power : ysten, for applications involving, particularly,
high power and low temp-ratures is unsurpassed. Recent publications 1 , 2
illustrate these capabilities. The system moreover has exc(-llcnt shelf lift-,
volta(ic regulation and provides superior energy den 's ity, all over wide
tempuraturc extremes. With th.^ advent of field use of Li/,'-,C) 2 cells and
batteries, combined with recent adverse experience with the Li/SOCl2
sys,e.r 3,4 , 5 in some applications increased attention has been focused on
the safe use an:! dispoLa! of all lithium systems. It is the purpose of the
E,,present parer is to exter, , ! the information already provided 2,6 7 on the
Li/SO 2 system in particular, based urn experimental data generated on
single cellE and batterrt.:^,.
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1,Ut rI
'lti, lm--ic m-paroijoi 1 )1	 and 11w cor.ntructoon ul c • t:Ils hi,vr
been do , ...rii-wd l
	 ^uu^,l) . 1 ' 7 l f ►;,l^r si/e calls aml batt y ri(r:: assl:mbled
from thu-'e wire on"ployed u:: tt , ;,t vehiclos. All were of hermetic cunsttuc:-
tion and had wel :eel enclosures with u glass to metal feed through. A
lu('ssurr activat(.d vent OS0 ± 40 p!^iu) of novel desigr ► ai ► d rcpruJucible
operation was incorporated in each cell can using stcindcird high volume ljro-
ducti,:)n tooling .
Internally, each call wat; designed for high pourer ahp1ic:a1ior,s and
employcd approxmotely 5u., cn: 2
 of cathode area. The electrolyte likewire
v.-as of tirnized fo- high power applicutions.
Call voltac es and cu;rent were recorded via Gould Model 21 20 Brush
recorJurt. Temperature wa:,; r.imilarly recorded using a pre-calibrated thermo-
couple affixed m,2 chanically to the o;itside of the cell caso. All the dis-
charges and charges were controlled % ith Hewlett-Packard power supplies
operatc 4l as high output voltage constant current sources. Cell impedances
were measured at I Khz v:it'; a Wheat^'one bridge using a Tektronix Type
555 Dual Beam Oscilloscope. The data were reproducible within + 0.1—.
The internal pressure of selected cells was measured by means of
a fin,:.- tubular pressure transducer and its associated amplifier controls
(Standard Controls, Inc.) with a normal output of 5V at 750 psi and a ± 3 psi
quoted accuracy. The transducer was pre-packed with an electrolyte re-
sistant silicone :grease and calibrated in the laboratory against a sensitive
Bourdon gauge before and after each experimental run. In operation it ""is
connected to each cell via a stainless steel needle inserted through a rubber
septum in the cc 1I top. The septum was normally encased hermetically
v:ithin th - cell t 1p. Insignificont corrosion of components was noted and
no ch,r ► j, in trar sducer sensitivity from the beginning to the end of each
run.
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l	 ^I 111 ifl':i.ltlt^	 W	 {	 rl, ►rl.,c(i It !)4() '' (i	 by t1m . , t	 tl,('
;•)	 t.	 1 .t^^ ,111 ^ wl^lll,•i	 l,:	 lurt,, ► t 	 l,,l	 ^1	 ^^	 Ilf,.
	
I,^rJ 1, H1.	 III S.('I,.1rUt'
^^i^^rin„ t,t . the oil. • ct	 ! .in, k-t dpi'll(:41ti ,l, Of a flariv. Io Irl rflvidu'll cell:.
w"ro also
In many tc :.ts no Circuit protoctlon wus in built , vib-a -v17• IJIo;: blew
fuzes and diode., , and Ow call., or battcrn(•s were deliberately th(:rmully
insulutod using fiber-ft ,;:. Such experiments constitute a dr1 iberute mi:.-use
of tho systen, and were performed to establish any extremes or limits for its
safe operation.
Cells were tested either in the fresh state, in thus they were exp,,sed
— I l ic • r,t tom::,, . rature , .to;agc: only, or after elevated tempc:ruture storage
f_	 l:)nc, as 1021 day: at 87 0C,	 Nloreovcr, the behavior of non-discharged
a:	 •.piously d1: -h,,r,jc-J cells and batteries was also characterized. Such
prior di xharge was cor,ouctod. over the tc:rr.peruture range - 4U'C to + 520C.
,Z
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6, t. , till ow. -uit,ct	 on thy• h.,rnrd-, i , t, ,,tine cun-
dtlt^'J fi.'r
	
< I, t•i^ I.I,^:il t l
 sy::tL-tn it i: ; iti5.tructive to not t ' that ,ill of th,1
co:iv.',.ti..i,.Il pri r,iry ulL.,liil, r:yst(:m , , now commuic • i.illy uvailaUlc: wc,uld
constitut.' .I lijv.Ird undor oriv or more of the conditions sell-ct('d. WJ ver-
tholcs:: using pr.-)per co;itrul!;c;um safety mcasurCs the accrl 'tancc.• of such
systoni is %%idc^-proad ! It is equally important to iecagniz . Ind i,T'pr(.ciUtC
the fact that the term ltthiur-, bitter), in tho present market ulicudy (:n-
co,.,F'ast 's quite a widt: range of systems S , each comprising different
chemical constituents anJ materials of construction anJ d r Agn criteria.
It is quite clear tht.,ri thc,t the safe or hazardous nature , of u 1'irticular
ch(- r,_c:al sy ,,te,: Within the family of lithium batteries is r.o' neces:;arily
a refl: ction on the chaructcristics of that cirtire family!
Notc final:y that ire the picscrit	 specific uttcmpts were made to
evaluate only th•_ hermetically scul%:J, ventublc Mullor.. Li/SO 2 system,
v:nich was te:,tc:.i to its cxtrer,u limits. Indeed many of thu tests conducted
were carric-J bcy oncl tho limits which could be encounters a in practice (with
no severe hazarc s ensuing). Possible safety control devices (fuzes, diodes)
were deliberate!.- not employe.- in many tests.
0^14v^^^ ca
0=
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lib: i ► 6^ r ' t, • I 1c , I-.	 cor,,luctud at ;,'l u g'.;	 wur(- designed to
.i:,)	 - ..i,ic:h night resull from inadverlc:rit Exporurc ;,f
the U,'S ,.) 2 sy:;te n to exc. • ss ► ve temperatures as, for exurnl,lc, in (, f ► r,.^.
C 1 4' ad:iition,.I int , rest %%, " s the question of dClit ► erate exposure to suLh
:nperaturr`s as a me.c::r of cell disposal. Mita were generated on sir ►gle
culls ana 15V battery	 Cells in either case were in thc: relatcvc.l;•
fresl ►
 stet:: c): stored for 1 month at 72 oC. The state of disch,,r9c: of the
sy stt-.-^, prior to incinerate -n ranged frorn r ► on-discharged to fully discharged.
i r ► Gr oii
	
of c•.:lls w, ► s conducted over a ran,c of ter„pt • rutures from
- 40oC; to 520C.
In every c,+se incineration for 20 min. resulted in cluiet venting.
Nor rretic turmin:.ls remained unscathed; cell separators were destroyed;
and lithium was apparently alloyed with materials of construction of the
cells. The time to onset of venting could not be noted in the testing en-
vironrnent but presumably occurred within the first minute of cell incinera-
tior. (%-:hen the internal cell temperature would result in an SO 2 vapour
presser` sufficient to activate the vent).
Incineration thu : appe^jrs to offer a possible means of disposal for
t:,e Li/SO 2 system when used in conjunction with a means for removal of
Sot and other vapours released during the incineration period. The latter
aspects require further consideration before any specific recommendation
can bc . given.
b. Short Circuit
To invcsti jAv thcc behavior of the system on short-circuit a 0.00L_
Io.-id w,, ipplie I across, the terminals of single cells. No fuze protection
•..:,s emr' • ► ;ed and in miiny cas(, s cells were deliberately thermally insulated.
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.,+l . Iin tiff` AtJl+' of (h.-^'11.1riv, o f the syst-m prior to rhortoi(i
ra1, ,;.'.I 11j)1.) 11011 cif. ch
 11gc:.l l '' fully (i,sCh,I1(jv,l.
	 i'rlor Ii,:.chjrytny W Cc:11:.
%%JS col ►duct ► •a .Is I:IL•for.' ovc`r a rang` of temperutures from - 40 oU to + 52 cl u.
lmute I show.,
 typicd1 currant, internal pressure and wall temperj-
turc prc ►filL'. on +1 ire .}, (4; days ambient storage) non-cflsc}Irlryed cell ^:h1ch
%vas thermally insulated and pre -equilibrated at 77 0G. The peal: current
wa:: 70 amp:;, stabillriny in the region of 55 Amps. Qu1ct venting of the
cell occurred after 20 sec. at an internal pressure of 440 psia. Then the
internal pressure fell to atmospheric within 3 minutes. The call will tem-
I , orat.ire remained relatively unchanged peuking at 83 oC shortly after ventinj.
The cell voltage then wa. zero. A very similar pattern %Vd-, observed for
cells shorted at ambient temperature while thermally insulated. The time
to venting was somcv.hi,t increased but occurred yeneraily in ^ 1 minute.
Extension of these datj %%-as conducted on cells stored for up to 1 your
at ambient temperature or 3 months at 72 0G. With increase in storage time
and./or temperature lower initial current output was realized. The latter
tended to increase with increased time of application of the short. Using
as test vehicles, cells stored for 1 month at 72 0C then discharged in the
temperature range - 400 C to + 52 0 C several facts emerged on subsequent
shorting at ambient temperature or 720C.
1 . No hazardous reactions of explosive violence occurred.
2. On ambient temperature shorting only those cells pre-
discharged at - 40 oC and - 300C vented. The latter
occurred within 8 minutes at a wall temperature of 110oC.
3. On shorting at 1600 f those cells pre-discharged at -- 40oC,
- 300 C and 24 o C all vented quietly within 5 minutes. The
cells pre-discharged at 52 0C did not vent exhibiting a
maximum wa 11 temperature of c; 820C.
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.l 1'. 1, 1. , ,	 iu slot/ . 1 : 1--	 11'0 ,11 1 1111r utloll (if
	 to
%'	 . , • 11:• I. :.r	 1	 11t111,1'1
	
16.1 ,
	 uu:,- any , r.111u:,loll.—	 k-:lu-
' 	 %A. k1k.1k i i'ur 111111 U:
	 I01111m, 111 thv	 ik w.l: notu. -I huto liow,.wer.
It iL c•.1,,: s., i, .i t	 1 cyr.tvn, will Ilut explode or Cs1USC a
flr.., %%,wn shortc • .i exit :	 11,	 i1	 ;,.Illy. Obviour:ly it Is recommended
thut c,ott; :IIAlvi. - u.11 calk, Ui i teat	 i,'s he fuzed to dvolCi SO2 ejection
fio.-:. thc' c. 11— In litoducti(ni, exhaustive qu,111ty control procedures are
rountlnL'I'l . .Ipnli''d tc1 wc11d int, [11,11 shorts. Moreover, the st.d,Ility of
the system t;1 ar.vc'r: c' shoe-1. drid vibr1,tion tests hds been well documented. 7
Here again the ultirlatu s.,fk , ty device is cI reproducible vent system com-
e,.nrr with adoqu-It y
 So	 (jotters". Thc- former ha:. already been developed
at Mallory ai,d tit: 1,-tttcr are presently under investigation.
C. Rever: 1
A c • , ndltlo.i may re,,,illy prevail In a series or seric 5/parallel connected
battery pack,lgc- %:, itl, no diode protection wherein ar, inferior call Is driver, by
the series stack into voltuge reverso1. Tests to simulate this condition were
con:.l ucted. Once again Jr. selocted tests, calls were thermally insulated to
:;:mulatc operati'-,n in the middle of a hattery package witi, inadequate cooling
mi: :ans. Cells (i,nd batter; packs) used as test vehicles had the same
general backgrol nd of storage, and state of discharge as those described in .
previous sections.
1 . 'Von-discharge-d/Ambient Temperature Stored 	 1 yr) Cells
a
figure 2 shows typical results obtained on.l year old cell force
dlschargcd into voltage reversal at 1 amp. The power supple output voltage
was in the rungs' 15-20V. Voltage, Internal pressure, wall temperature and
cell impedance profiles ,err , reported. The cell delivered 9. 1 Ahr to 2V when
rapid polarization was observed, which increased with continued application
of th : 1 MIrp corlitaIlt currvot until Cie cell voltage had gone into reversal
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1 . ^, •ci:• r	 I I„ .
	 At ti. • :.t.irt of di:-c• l,aryr V.• c ► • 11 will
t	 r.,: .	 1i•thtl	 • •10e , thi	 mete•.&:.,_- bciii(r r• llc • c 1 -d initi.11y
tn.'.
	 Ili lilt 1:1. 1 1 r.: >.urc to '.S t,sia aft:•r l tar .	 Thi.. cell
. I •	 .i	 .. ► t.. a..rt• fitly t..• li troln .,^ to 0.S _4%. over this time W i i(hl. Ar.
,^• .tic^ 2
	utili.-,-,1 in 11)v couriw of dis.chargc the hrV:.:.un C loll corres-
pon .ltt-,t11 • whilc thc tva.l — r.ituit • and impulunc• c rcmainvil constant.
With the ct: ► rret of r wid c cll polarization the cc-11 rn.t, ­ l.ince in-
sv.1, but by a factor of no more than ?. Likewise the wall temperuturc-
c.	 1.,1 .,i.J the c, 11 pres,uro increase.:. 1^une of these parurnocr:. how-
e : exhibits J substantial excursion from the norm; all declined thereafter;
aril the cell dui riot eveis vent or chcinge dimensionally. 1r.is
 letter condi-
tion p:c•v,,rlcd eV:.1 on d,,l.lic• ation of the forc•.:d current fur a totul of 23 hr
(ar approximatel% 13 hr* ifte: voltage rcvcrsdl) when the cell voltage was
The Ucita it figure 3 report thc results of un exactly similar test, this
time at 2 arrip: forced discharge on a cell which was 13 day: old (room tem-
peratur( ) . The cell do liv red ar ► excel lent capacity of 9. 1 Ahr to 2V before
the on.,.vt of rapi:! poldrizatiun. An init;al voltage reversal to - 0.32V at
5.05 i.r was foll( , % •:ed by a short puls • positive to 0. 16V after 5.15 hr lead-
ing to a pcal;ed rcvcrsjl of -I .UV at 5.3 hr (the 2A current still being applied).
Thereiftc.r the voltage stabilized in the region of - 0.75V.
Whereas tr c cell pressure and wall temperature shower: the trends re-
p:)rtvd in Figure .' this time the excursions were severe enough to initiate
cell venting aftei 5.15 hr at a wall tcrnperaturo of 155 0 C and an internal
pressure of 425 psis. Note that venting occurred quietly and that no fires
*
I ootnc>t -: Note that this is a condition which could never be realized in
prdCtiCL since in a 10 Ali., series packdge a current of 1 amp could be forced
tiJough ai. initia)ly elead ec:l foi a maximum time• of only 9.1 hr.
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1
a	 QLA,.)
1	 . ,:It,	 ..oit'.,\, :
	 .Ili' V,'I,i %V,1.'. at Ii	 ,li the dt'.. /fir i,;	 .	 -i1, I tt:-	 q)t-r,,-
' : 1 11.1.	 j)lO\', • il ;,^ .	 ► ,-. I
	, I''ly r(.11.-!il
	 .,r ► IUtJhout a I I	 If t . .,i,.. J.	 Nott'
rOwl that Ili,	 Ij'•' r%: :,11	 !roll, .1 velltilul Coll :,, rV4	 i.	 I }Urtll l 't .',tJit :^'
\ I.'t^ ► :U, tt • t ► .	 t'. t ,t111^'^	 flr'c't on t1w Ct•ll a:: oclotetl	 Lucl, f, ;CVI)^'1
( 1 11CL , aq„iI.1 ',I is. , , ;,\','I, dI - t'11 1 1PIC COII'IuCted fOr d tOIJI I , - ;, 111 ( A G.7'., 1,r (lid
not rcrult In and othvi ha.,
 ,1r io Is effects.
It is 1ntcresting to note finally that even when forced utschurwA r,t
thcrr.,ally irlsul " It•d in-sh culls delivered 4 .5-SAhr: bulort ver,tii, j
c;ut.:ll ;,t the p:':r,t of p:cc-lpitous vol:agc reversal. Sut)tieauently the volt•1 j,•
st it)-11. ,	 at dbl,ut - 11' (fr.);;, a sh,)rply peaked reversal of about - 6V) .
► :;,ir.,	 ha:,)r..^ ware- cric,,unterod o%,cr the course of a total discharg(
2.	 Koji-di	 -'I fin:. Temj,cratu re Storc',: Cc'lls
1ia.'.ng dcrr:011: trated th,.' the Li/SO 2 systerr, wus st-1bl(. even
force:-' into volt,: ^e reversul for extenJeJ perio:is the question arose as to
v:hethc'r a similar stability would I)c' encountered or, cells stored beforchan:i
at elevate:' tcml :rnt.,re". figure 4 r•, cords typical 6uta generated here on i
cell stor(:d at 87 C) C for 102 clays and then discharged at ambient temperature
and 1 amp, into voltagc reversal ('while thermally insulating the cell).
The capacity output of 6.3 Ahr to 2V was excellent after such severe
stO.-Wg(-. Pdralloling our arr,bient temperature data the cell did not even vent
or change dimensionally notv.'ithstanding the fact that the total discharge
period was 42 hi (approximately 34 hr under a voltage reversal conuition!)
V,le found .gain the same type (anti indeed magnitude) of fluct uatio:,s
in impedancc an.i wall tcm-)erutUre encountered previously for the ambient
tt:rnfl 'ratlrr. stored uclln (c:: 1 . lgure 2). :'hose parameters both doubled on
first pol,lr:zutioi, of thr' cell, tF,e zAr?. Kpeaking at only 46 0C. The internal
prc.sure A'li;ch first increased to 57 psia gradually fell during the course of
disc!,,Irg , ' and r( mained rel,)tively insensitive to changes in the impedance
and N„1! tt • mper itur_ d'.irinq initial cell polariz,ition.
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20
ii
l,'v.,t.•..	 tt	 ..^r'I.tlllll' :.tl)f('li	 l.l,^.	 ^/ C^'11:.
•'.	 ,t'	 1:I1t1.,1 ^•
	 ' ,11.	 ,11011 114'1V	 ulI1f	 t,VU
,1t .,
	 v,,lt•tt,l' I' '.	 l 1 , .r, Jr. Ire.:;1, Coll-.
u Cl.tln " 	„1 :.1411 . „. tl,, Vr.lt,1yc tillie pr(,-
:il. car. ^o!'	 11	 •I! . 1 !:l • r 7.4 1.1 .
	
Only .,It. ; l I hr (*It l arr,l,
whole tl,c' c('II vl.It.,.I, %•.
	 I .3V w„:, much more r,ipid c .:ll pol.,riz)tion
ag.iiil encoontor' •d thil tin
	
,	 JAna <,t - 4.2V. V1► ithil, the puriou ''/.' Lr to
11 hr the W, 1 II tk	 dc'eI11JC i tv 2UOC;!
Stl:: tall:i..l lncrckll,
 -. ll, irlti;Jill pre ,;sur(, v:.,l! temp :c,turL , Lind
.., i.l.l • %YCIe ;ILM note.: concurrent wit!, the shcirl: peak reversal of thc
c	 v,.•ltt,t.i
	 Worcovcr wl.ci, the voltage shortly thereafter stabilized at
. i'.
	
	 sinillar t( n:icr.c; tov.-Lirds stu )ilization of these three parumeters
nco: ntL'rc',:. It is interesting tc, note that the peal. values in alt
.etl.r. occ.;, , .,: a point in time equivalent approximately to
it;	 it;z.,:::.. :: orlyin,lly a;.l dcd lithium and SO 2 . It is ern-
it nc v,,:-,t,i..: occurred unc no hazardc,,,s effects were rioted at
this or 1	 star :c:, of ti,:' volta g e reversal of this or similarly tested cells.
The: forl!g-,ing d,itu indicated that ol,y ?v;allory Li/SO 2 cells may be
forced (i)y what ver meun-,) into voltage reversul at ^ 1 amp with impunity !
In th<.: range lh t., 2r, (and of course above 2A) no fire or explosive hazards
;..ay bc' cxp-. ctec' on voltage reversal but the cells will vent. In these , and
indec . J all applications dio.:c• protect.on is recommended and with such pro-
tectior, venting ..hould not be encountered.
Our most recent dita have confirmed these observations. For example,
:.i>: 1_i;^SU 2 cell:. wh=ich I, ,,1 prcviousl^ ,
 been stored for 30 days at 72 0C were
connected in a series/pu:uIlei arrandemer,:. The middle cell in one parallel
(--'Is) i gi r l act n previously discharged at 52 0C. Under a forced
rje t,f 2 a.nps th,^	 cell vented as expected! Subsequently in
:ily siinil,tr cxperi,., r
 :it this time incorporating diodes in series with
rin g of 3, no venting Of any cell was C1lCOUntered.
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;I	 01" 1 1 ()1 ► lt 11l':11.1'I
l l u ► ,	 1.	 1 , I v.1t11 ( : 11,11tjIin c,l LI,',•() ! ► ' I'll:. ha:, tv)! 1,t' , 'n (rY.t':i::IVY!
U,.	 .,it	 ; it	 lu,t,•.i tloit wv du not rc• c(,mm-n'f Sur-is ,11)u: " . of the
systol'i. It i:. th, rvio: t' • advisable to diode protcc:t lwttc • rj(.,s or slnyle cells
ac"1111.t :such an cvi • 11t. % 1,1 0reover it is desirabic that additional protection
be built int, each battery by judicious selection of termin.11 contact:.. Setting
aside these • a- -pests the followiny ha p. been our cxperienc - to data In this
reg.ir,l .
A non-discharged, ambient temperature stored cell
	 therm,Illy in-
sulated anJ charged for 10.5 hr at 0.5 amps. It was th( • ► , discharged at the
bamc currcr.. fur 20 hr. '1hc: voltage reversed in the coins•. of this, dlsch„r(j(,
aster 18.2 hr and wcis -1-C' at the 20 hr mark. No explosions or other
hazardous reactions occur,',.':,' as can lic seen from 1'iguie `,. There it is
s:!ci, tnat during the chare,in q period the cell voltage stublllzc • d at 3.5 \1,
presumably Indic itive of Br  evolution, at the cathode viz
2 B: --1 Br 2 + 2e
At tl,c ,inodc the' corre., pon_ling rcactiun is
).i + 4 e --0 Li
I' is further specundted that U. released Br 2 which is soluble in the elec-
trolyte 9 migrates to the Li anode with the resultant reaction
Br 2 + 2 Li -0 2 Li Br
Our studies on the re-chargeability of Li anodes in SO 2 and uther
electrolytes i ndicate that re-plated Li loses a substantial portion of Its electro-
chemical activity. Therefore a reduction in cell capacity (from 10 Ahr) would
be exprcted as a result of thr' charginq and this was indeed observed in the
present experiment (7.6 Ahr output to 2V) .
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4, PAGE  IS
R QUA I ATY
tc • :,t . ►
 I.r,'^O
	
c • 1•11 :.tt,:L i I'll 13U d,y., it urriblel ► t
M
	
'Iy ► n :ul .t.. ! ► nf	 1 (to - U.BV)
	
'). I Alit t,, !V.	 Cc'll iiit^ rr ► •,I hi ► ':.: ,.l l' ar, ,1 Will
u. ^.	 .•onc;urrently and trends uh;, ►--rvcJ are ticen in
i ,.;..r1 F. ThC t	 w,i:; ostensibly cor► sturit it 27 f'C; showily Lj
siiol ► t E,t, ► l ,. to 37 , 'x; on shdip polarization of the cell. Thr' prescur , : fell
during discharge with a slight peak at 19 hr to 4H psia. Thc• discharge was
di,cow.inucd aft( r 18.4 hr and charging it 0.5A commenced after 0.G hr on
o; .:i current Stalid. (19 l.r from test initiation). The cell voltage: ruse
sharply to 3.16V and climbed steadily over the next ZO t► r to 3.4V. The
internal pr, • ssurc • profile was a mirror image' of that encounteru_i during
discharge • illusti,it,ng th_' well known, re-chargeable: nature of thr: SO2
Tii- x':311 temperature.• also followed the profile not^.: during discharge.
Ir, the 21st hc,,jr of charging the cell voltage increased to 3.5V  and both
internal pressurc and wall temperature rose sharply after 21 hr. The cell
vente:i with cxplosive violcrce at a wail temperature of * 280oC.
Ti,c basic difference in these last two tests is that in the latter one
a much grcater q;,antity of (highly porous) freshly plated Li was generated
or, the ano: c. 1,• the point of cell polarization to 3.5V it would not be
surprising therefore to expect a violent exothermic reaction between B.
and tnis Li. In tie absence of direct experimental evidence this is pre-
surned to have caused the above explosion.
Sorr,cwhat surprisingly, in view of the above, two further tests in-
volving charging at 0.5A of previously discharged cells resulted in no
vc. -,tin q , no explasions or any other hazardous reactions. Both cells were
stored before testing at 72 oC; for 30 days. One was discharged at - 400C
and the other ut .'4 0 C. Charging of the former was conducted for 20 hr
(10 Ahr input) and for 32 hr (16 Ahr input) on the latter. A maximum wall
temperature of 52 0 0 was noted but no venting.
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IW .11i1+.114'1 ► t (llch.a(nly In Ow:.t- dol ► it %v ► II onmeti.-Acly
Ih' ,	 tai
	 OW	 WhVIC11. 1):CV1CJU:.1y 'I ► S( barged Cc'11S
.Ire'	 .1	 w Ad b,' ni. ► :.t u1 ► 111.c ly ov('r to occur In pr,ortj(,.v with a
L1 0, 1)utt	 im-rul of cul ► nt ction of Celli, in a t ► . ► ttc-ry would result
In C11. ► rying c-.	 ..1.,ci^ar^^ -d cells and this is apparently nut u h.,zurd.
Onct. , again lc't ur cmph.islre that In any event prutectlon would he affwdc:d
by t:.,' dtodc -:nd terminal contact geometry built into the syster..
ORIGINAL PAGE' IS
0"' POOR OUA f ,ITS'
aOtt-ry►
 `ark's	 from tl,(• Malic)ry
	
v. ,
	 on-
a	 ciad c • r,mI)ri-,­d tilt' herniWi(. 5CI ol!, kw -. :J:; and
y'	 ^I 11	 uk.	 t totiother with a rewuJucibl_ vc nt meei,unj:,m.
to a series of abuse tests many o! which were
ondti. '
	 which would be encountered in f iel(l services .
In r _)st t.	 E .	 ;v	 :evic • es such as fuzes and diudes weft• delib,-ratc
	
to fur y
	ch.ircict,^ii;-e any inherent hazards of the system. Data
:can units :.torod at aimbi(-ni temperature• and elevated tern-
for exti-nd(,d peri..ds ( >^30 days at up to 87 0C). Tne units
fro:., fresh ones (non-discharged) to fully discharn(-d ones. Prior
-ere cin iucty over the rdngc! of - 40 0C to + 52 o C. The syst,
be raft- (non-explosive) under all ext;umc: of testing. A
^^.	 'ion to this v.,is encour,tc•red on charging of an an.bient tempera-
t.ir^ sty;.. c., ll provio^sly deep discharged. Such an event is not likely
try occur in p.act.ct , dli:i can in any event readily be counterazted by diode
and terrarial con:act protection. The following specific conclusions re-
",Ultc..::r(,m this wort':.
a. Incineration of the U/SO 2 system at 540 0C results in
qu.et ve;.tiny and presumc,bly quiet burning of any residual lithium. Direct
application of flame to ti,e system has the same effect.
b. f;hort circuit of the system through a 0.001 ^ load results
in q,:it.•t venting which rr, iy be avoided by judicious fuzing.
c. :'hc syst,.m, even when thermally insulated, may be driven
into voluUc r^_v:rsal for extenleJ periods with no explosion hazards re-
sulting even at 10 amp s/cell. Reversal at t 1 amp forced current in a
series stack is : afe and results in no venting, dimensional changes or
explosions. At	 arrpr gait: venting may be expected shortly after voltage
rc!'.'Lr:;al th us this mad bc- circumvented by judicious diode protection.
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i It tit cis	 U1 a Ott-m-, I ly m%ul-itod Li/.'if 	 0- C •cll with v(r„t
tlituuc^h v (1.001
	 .-loa(l at 770C:.
1 . 14ac 2 Fo•coti over -discharge at 1 .0 amp of ., thermally insulated
Li "SO	 O-cL I 1 with vent (1 year R.T. stored).
Fig.irc 3 I orccd over-discharyo a i 2.0 amps of a thermally insulated
LU/SO 2 U-cell with vent (13 days lt.7 . stored).
F'i.;ar( Forccd over-discharg(-- at 1 .0 amp of u thermally insulated
Li/&O l D-cell with vent (102 days 87 oC stare-!).
Charge-di:.charyc cycle at 0.5 amp on it t1wrmally insulated
LCSO 2 D-cull with vent (75 days F.T. stored).
F.yxe 6 Discharge-charge cycle at 0.5 amp or. a thermally insulated
Li/SO 2 U-cell with vent (130 day:, R.T. stored).
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AVERAGE WEIGHT-___62 GMS.
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June 7, 1976
Mr. Hunter McShan
Telephonics
770 Park Avenue
Huntington, L.I., NY 11743
Dear Mr. McShan:
As a result of our phone conversation of June 7, 1976, I
am sending you the following attached information.
(1) Product sheets describing the performance of the
various available lithium cell sizes. Please be
aware that these sheets describe the non-hermetic
sealed cell, and are sent to you to describe the
electrical characteristics of the various cell sizes
which are the same as the hermetically sealed cells
which we discussed.
(2) contract report on work completed for the U.S. Army
Signal Corps dealing with the hazardous properties
of the system.
(3) A pre-print of a report to be presented later this
month also dealing with abuse testing of lithium
hermetically sealed cells.
After you have read the attached, please call if you have
questions, or would like to discuss your particular appli-
cation in more detail.
Sincerely,
MALLORY BATTERY COMPANY
Bruce McDonald
Manager, Lithium Systems
BMD/dmi
Enclosures - 3
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CEO system characteristics-
Nominal 0 C V
Load VUlId04	 25 Hrs
End Volts ls, 50 His
Capacity	 50 Hrs Rate
of 50 Hr. Ra:c 0 C
of 50 Hr. Ra1r —29 C
Watt His Lb.
Watt Hrs 'Cu In
T-
Alkaline Zinc
Manganese Mercury Lithium Carbon
1 50 v i 1.35 1.40 V 2 95 V 1 50 V
1 20V (	 1	 15V 282V 120V
080V 090V 200V 0.80V
10A-H 18A--H+ 10A	 H 6A—H
80` 80 95 ',, 80
40 40 . 80 20"
42	 i 56 150 35
3.6 64 87^ 23
TVPir.AI ni r rHAP(w oN "n" c, 17F CF I I AT 200 ma AVERAGE DRAIN
w 1`
Q
J
O 10
05
3C
25
20
0
0
Li HUM
— _ Mj RCURY
rr
••
Z NCCaR:;ON
ALKALINE
MANGANESE
10	 20	 30	 40	 50	 60	 70	 BO	 90
HOURS OF SERVICE
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FINAL TECHNI CP 1. REPOR'l
EVALUATION OF 1.1
HEADSETS FOR SPACE S} "TT] l
APPLICATION
co,NTRac r	 \AF-9- 1 ^k...
n',.TA ITEM - MA - 129T
OCTOE l:k , 1 c, 16
TELEPHONICS CORPORATIO:
770 PART: AVE.
HUNTINGTON, NEW YORK
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iAi, i 01 ( t ► NTEN1 S
At , -;I i act
1.	 Pic•t,,ral De r-cription of H(ad, vt^,
lI.	 I), -, I i I , t i on of TH ,- t Method"
1.	 Intel l i ►;ihi l i tY
En rphonc-
i .	 (:vno-•ra1
ii. Screening of Subjects
iii. 1rainin4 of Subjects
2.
	
	
Response b Sensitivity
A , y1 i c rophone
Larphone
S.	 Distortion
4.	 Ir-pedance
III.	 Dnta kE I FUl t c Section
Rank Order of Earphones
E. Kank Order of Microphones
C. Microphone Frequency Response and Sensitivit-,
D. Earphone Frequency Response and Sen!zitivi
E. Impedance
F. Weight
G. !li stortion
H. Wearer Comfort
I
• OW4101+ 00, INSTAUtlt M` S YS TEMS COP"AY100.
UM' p(AM t11' ,^1.1I^
!^.	 I i s 	 of Manofat tt,r I r ,	t1•i1
cubit t Audivvrar ,
h.	 !"!i c• ropl
,
 'ne I► vasuri w , Stem
:.	 Farpht,nc Mo. .,%toiit_ • L	 ,t4
1 .	 }ta4: Data
I
1
1 ^^^^®^^CSv^
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DI VIS$004 or )«a •A U.n N• S Y S TEMS cool"Al,a.
I I PI , twt i.'
fol:
n
► i ^tnrtt ^^^	 "OJ Af, P
►^^i %t 1^^^1r^t : ^	 Uf' 'UUR Q1-A1,17'Y
ACZ IS
A ► n ► i't N- Oual i I
^' Wearer Comfort
71• '. rte	 setters, a sar.; , It , of whi c •h Is it Appe-
were sent to"-	 ^^, : rc , • (See Appe"ndb: B) of Co- 	 till and
headsets,	 ri . t of thy . - ufacturers respondL d affi rmativc. Iy w 
a total of eight heads ► :• for evaluati:)n.
Pac ; i headset ua, ran'< ordered for ihE- categories whcr"
statistically si g nificant n^.r ► , ► -rs were• obtained.	 Suhjectivc . cor• ^-^ -t-
were good, fair, or rr ► nr whet a;,rli.•d to human factors critiquc , .
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01VIS1004 Or iNSTRUMEN' S r{ T Efr! COMPORA•100.
at
Y. t
lanufacturer:	 Telex
'•lode 1 it	 5x5
Microphone:	 Electret, First Order
Gradient
Earphone:	 Ear Insert, Magnetic
1 .	 1,i c• toral Descri pt ion of Headset
Manufac turer :	 Avi(I
Model #:	 1.1-730
Microphone:
	
1w lar i t , fir • t
order Crad i t-i-
Ea rphone :	 f i rc uma+lra I
dy'la- is
z /SZ
. o^waw ^. ws++4^rr..^ rs-^.s ca^ow.-^u..
180
It,	 it
ki,
ufact^_;rer:
	 Telex
Model .c :	 TNH- ?y
Earphone:
	 Supraaural, dynamic
AA
Mrrnu f nc t i r( • r :	 -I
M , ldE l it:	 HM11) 11
Mi crophut e :	 Uyn^- i : ,	 ,.,	 r
c n
rd:
Earphone- 
	 (ir- 
ORIGINAL PAC.1' r
Or' POOR Ql '.%,.I I
^; o
;*%M M. we 1 kilwir Arm am ::Mvo, ^•n„
	
18 1
K11it1(.11vtl.Tl r
MI Icic• I	 it :
Microphone:
Earphone :
k( 1:111 ,41 1 1
1 25610
Magnetic • , first
order grndient
Ma.:nl . t i ( , C  rc
mwira 1
OIZIGItiAI. PAGE, I5
OF POUR (QUALITY
a
Manufacturer: Telex
Mode I ;, :
	
A610
Earphone:
	
Circumaurai ,
magnetic
-W
1
i
Afact1 rer:	 - in $ .( . i^	 r
1e 1
	
:
	
HM 1) 414
Microphone:	 Dynamic, super
c ardiod
Earphone:
	 Supraaura l , dvna- i -
Manufacturer:
Mode 1 a:
Earphone:
Microphone:
Urex
HS-2A
Single ear insert,
magnetic
Electret, First
orde r gradient
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pG^:
I I .	 IN-S, r_irt i or	 r •1'er:l Me t hoo f %:	 U Llt^l~ ^I. P ,	 11Yt lZ
KJ t t . ,,,n: n
fht 1 , ( . th^)d it rm- asuremer t presente,	 rein ke- t ► 	 r
(phonetir:11 I  ' , nlnnceci r ronosyllahic cord tests.	 The su	 i	 nt^
in a quiet an(' -in  a noisy envi ronmc nt .
o Gent ra l
Five , suhjects were used it the testing.	 Tht IistFnc•r-
were seated in a semi reverberant roar, isolated 'rom the talker.
The tali er used ca B&K '." condense-.- microphone wi } h a foa r- hrent'-
shield. The talker held the breath shield to hi- or aer lips
and simul trant ously viewed a %'l' meter to insurt uni for- tal'.. Er
sensitivit\ f01 • the duration of the testin g .	 11it li,tenLr^, uer(
allowed to z^ just the volume level for each test until a ccirfortahie
level was achieved.
Each headset had 5 listening tests in quiet and 5 listen-
ing testsin 90 dB of white noise.
Actual meas.:rements in the listenin g roo-7 were as li-ted
in Table A.
TABLE A
S. L.M. 	 SETTING QUIET AMBIENT NOISE AIMBIENI
(DB) (DR)
A. Weightinw 36 91
C Weighting 63 91
31.5	 (HL) 65 63
63 52 57
125 47 67
250	 OCTAVE 37 61
500	 BAND 32 P!",
1000	 CENTER 22 t=.
2000	 FREQUENCIES 22 85
4000 22 86
8000 22 76
16000 24 65
A4za^ Po^ 4^^C 	^ 18 4
A aVISIQN Of Uu •Aw[w+ S r rl rTWG COMrOUnnOh
u Screenin_,: of Suhjec't
st • hjv(t• wt-re -t• le, ted on the basis nf an audiometric
>..(!i-iLra-•- are• in kppendix l 1 .	 Tic , te-t- ;-v!t
perf or- I	 t  r t i fied audiometri --t.	 The hearing; lass of t c
sclect^	 t- die' not average more than 10dii.
!,	 t -i1kei - and I I sten -rs had no speech de 	 is • r
strong	 It,,	 Thc • subjects were used no more than 1 '.,, -r
da y to ;,rl — O )t inattentiveness an-1 biased results whi , ` can
ll'ntith'.'	 11%1`.ival test lm ,
0	 1'raininL of ^ ,.ih jects
hjects were trained by reading PR word li	 t-
each oti	 Ft , face• to face communication, wi thout the u 5(
heA0co.!	 r rocel!':res were repe at ed unti l 9f, or hettur
sco: , ^:-	 rCa11-. achieved.
`ects were than trained using a B&h conser , -i
micro,^h^	 ,s5 FSP-9 electrostatic headset until the care
scorins ,	ncy was achieved.
1,.	 MicrophoneF
thod of measurement used the same subject and
amhi(-nt	 c,d for the earphone te-ting.
, c talker vas Seated in the semi reverhernnt roe^	 11L-
the lister	 was isolated in another room. The listener used a
pair of Ko	 ESl-9 electrostatic earphones and was allowed to adjust
the level	 it unrfortahle.
The talkers positioned the microphones w inch from their
lips and were presented with sidetone to the headset. Five tests were
taken in quiet and in 90 dB of white noise.
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. DIVIS I ON OW IMS* N UUE M T S^BTfWS C04"AT1004
i re • 1ue tit )• kesponse'Sensi t ivi t 	 (MIGINAI, P.1r;!' ►
OF Poon
;, r (, ► l t A l it
	
'-,I'1	 of 44(11' w;(	 uec(l to ex( i tc	 t h(	 ^ i , t (I ,I i ,It
under t( •, ,t .	 N IV.K sy-,tci	 in Appendix 1) was utev, l to
SUIC-ep tl1(• I I (1,4 1 M % rind to rt-(,(r(I t h(• mi crophonc• outp , ► t .	 Thy	 r	 .tivi 	 T.
	
ht nli (-rophont•s wt ► t m -a+ iIrvd under cep, r,	 i
'I'll
	
svn^it ivit^• in dB re IV/N /m ? 	 +11(! thv C.U.L. r:(tir.	 :rt.
oil
	 rc c- 1 , , n,,	 curves	 7 h(• F U. I .	 r:1 t i n:: vi 1 1 gi , . , t	 t'	 • .	 : ► .
dat.,i ill tl' ,•.	 , t !ewer'	 to a	 ow	 ih( micro-,. ,, ^(
with di ffe t , it I-pedances.
I .I^. t ..	 2D	 1oi^ 1. -It1	 I()..	 k + 2'.
(i	 ctivC Out1>ut 1.t_ve1)
where, I	 - .1pen ci rc(ii t microph m(• output in	 1 t whey
i s 10	 dvnes 1cm 2 or l ;:e'::ton I m2 or 1 Pa ,, :(1 -)r
94dl^ SPL.
R	 - •-icrophonc impedance in ohms.
h.	 Earphone
A constant source of 1 T illiwatt was fed to th( e;ir..(
under test.	 A General Radi^ syst^-ir i llustrated in Append,.:-:
used to sweep the frequency and to record the earphones output.
A flat rlate coupler usin,, a B&Y ? inch microphone was
used to couple the headset to the recording, microphone. The earncc,ne
response curves shown in the DATA SECTION are not to be construed
to represent how the ear senses the earphonr output. :'Mere is, at
present, nc coupler that can claim recognition as a true "artifiLir+l
ear" althouch some do approximate suhjectiv( ,
 data at the lower
frequencies.	 The curves are taken so that an A/B tyne coT:aris....
can be made between earphones as to the'r general efficient- ant
frequency response.
nr
)i ;tort ion
,rt i on measurement ; were mademade at 300, 1000, an(' 3000
H.7 usin,	 t setup described above with thc• addition of a
liewit-tt P	 "Jr)dc l 333 distortion analyzer. 	 The SPi. wa-, hel-i
at 100 dR	 Microphone and from the earphone for the dictortic^n
meacureri
-edance
i-ipedance of the mic rophone was mea r 'lred u in.- t'
6c!P down r •	 i . e . , the open c t : cti; t volt +Ke wa y	f, r
input SIT	 (Ili.	 The mic• rophoic• output wa c then loaded vith a
precision	 rF,^i stor. The microphone impedance way taken a
the readlo	 resistor indicated when the initial -icror^,
volta"C' t	 was attenuated 6.0 dli.
.,rphone impedance wa ,  measured using thu dual v •.'t-
meter r.et	 he current in the circuit below was measured um,
a precisi,	 resistor. The earphone impedance waF then rear:
directl% • 	-:'.
I
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ki
III.	 Dat;i Section
A.	 Rink Order of Earphones for Intelligibility
:n i<<• Isolation.	 (The hest intvIliuP)ilit•. i,,
iolse condition is deemed the best noise
solation and is not to be construed as nnise
.ttentuation of the heads-t.)
*1	 INl'F1.1.1
	 1B11.1TY
nI' I t:T ( ) NOI SF	 (^' ►
1	 . TAII - 29 46.F 3.n3
,. 125010 96 2.8 76. 2';.5
3. MI)l 1( 1 94 7. l 70. 1 P .
4. 5	 x	 5 95.6 4.6 60 ')1.5
5. l.T-73( , 9(,.5 1.0 51 5..^.
6. NS- 2A 95.2 3.6 50 1 1 .0
7. IDID 14 14 97.6 2.6 44 . , 12.9
S. A610 92 3.2 15.# 9.3
The statistical signsfican-• e of the various mess;.rc-
is shown in Appendix F together with the Raw Data.
B.	 Ranl Order of Mi(rophones for IntelligihiIiLy'
Noise Isolati on
7 INTELI I(IBI1.1TY
QUIFT (X)	 C--	 I NOISE (X)
95.2%
94.0
87.2
82.4
81.0
74.8
1. HND110 98.4, 1.67'
2. 5	 x	 5 98.0 2.45
3. !ND414 98.8 1.8
4. 125610 97.6 2.2
5. HS-2A 95.0 2.2
6. LT-730 98.8 1.1
0-
6,
3.16
9.9
16
11
C.	 Microhh,ine Freqtiency Response and Sens iti-.,it^
Figures.
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E.	 I mped ance
HF ADS11
I	 . IM) I  M
2. HMU414
3. HS-2A
4. 5x5
5. A610
6. TAN- 19
7. LTV- 7 30
8. 125610
MICROPHONE (OHMS)
245
235
1000
40 1 from deco plan;
circuit)
No Mic
No Mi r
300
190
EARPHONE. (S I N(A.P.
200
2500
740
9Fr)
27(,
320
270
280
F.	 Headset Wei4ht (l.t);htest to eavit s(
1. HS-2A 33 gr.	 ns	 tI(G
2. 5x5 210 gr.	 ns
3. A610 240 gr: ns
4. HMD414 330 gra ns
5. 125610 345 gra is
6. TAH-29660 eratts
7. LT-730 430 grans
8. IMUI10 436 grans
G.	 Distortion
The microphones and .arphones measured less than 
.57,
distortion at the 100 dB S'L le-el. Since the noise figure of the
B&K microphone is 46 dB SP, equ valent, the lowest distortion measure-
ment possible is .2% for tie ea-phones. Th( Artifical voice of
B&K is rated at "less than 1%. It was determined that the distortion
leveis of all microphonesand ea? phones were satisfactory. More stringent
measurements were deemed bey end the scope of this report.
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I,	 Neater %omfort
The sub je(t i-e comments concerning wearer comfort were•
taken c,ft# . r the heads t had been w • )rn in the test for Intel 1 igibi 1 i .^
S1'R iLCT
1 2 3 4 5 A^'l;
I AI1- 29 G F ; F G C-
Mil) 110 P G F F F F
HMn414 P G (; Y F r
1 TV-730 C, G G C G
12561O F C G F F F+
A610 F G F F F F
HS- 2A 1' G G F F F+
5x5 F' 1' P P P P
1' - POOk
F - FAIR
G - GOOD
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Gc..tlene:. r
:, !^,vcrt.r a t.t
	 teal	 t^	 •r.	 ,. .
.,:..^ t.c •pro; r:1r..
one asnt:ct c.i t.,i3 -: ort v:_. oc to cv.Li..u • ., u :i0jit •.tcirat r:: ;..31 t
(coi,sistinr of uoisc cancci:i:.r r.icroj,„ot,t- ;a,.: earrl.oc;cs; c.Arroz:,L:y
avui:able for pararetcrs vi.: include i.,tc..iri..ility, frc;LC..c y
raspor,se, scrisitivity, uistortior., noise isolation, a::c.,.st1L y.tiit^,
uc, Wearer cor.fort, nait.:uintLLI.ity, ar._ er.virwu..e.,::..
es: conuitionc have not Lef 10rrully 1e.°ineu at this titr.c, ..o. • c :: ,
a+. hcu.a:s will uc tcc:cu ,inder iurutical cor.ditioas ..siix A.:;;; ( r
c:::.ary Last procclurec. It is .,ote,: that Telep:iouics were trot ...vu a
hea.ae: w:aicu viil .,u part o. this evaluation  prorrea.i.
If ; •ou :eel that you have a neaUset(s) vdtubl , . for :lie
proCran, we wo—I., appreciate rcceivirq t. tc :huica. ucsc. irtic ., tol •c::.f r
w_:., nrice anu uelivery quotution for n:: evcluution unit at ;;ou: ei ►rii.:
cor+ver.ience.
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7 - 98.z.
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X-X
	
X-X
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1.44
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1.44
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1.44
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PAGE IS
Statist ic• a t Significan(v	 OUAI.ITY
The static teal signtficance of the intelligibility datr+ is
lruIat(-d bf , Io..	 The + dirt ribution test was used. 	 The results of the
t,ct illustrate that the rank ordering in many cases is justified.
fhr la rp, va r i ance Feet ween suh ject F , however , in othe r cases showed
thi datr not sampled sufficientl y to achieve statistical significan t
Samples 1iom perhah- 20-30 tests wruld be necessary t o accomplish
this end.
The to] I^­, inr, examrlt illustrates the t alculation
:hniqut , used.
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I , ick 90 as a-hi'.iar y origin
	
414	 414
	
F	 3 6
	
4	 16
	
10	 100
	
1n	 100
	
5	 64	 C..14 97.  6-4n316
Ulu' P(X ►R QUA 1,11
	
2_	 2	 316
	
C	 _
X 414	 c	 :,14	 X 41=. C :^ 1 4	 ,
N,14-1
5 610	 ` . 610	 N6 1 0c61	
6) - 5 (4	 1 0 . R
4
x'610 - 1
S 2	 = 6.6
	
- 1 .36
X4j4	 5
^'	 10	 2.00
X 61 5
,/P,
0.0. i ^n = 4) = 2.776
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C1rt icaI	 vale . ►
,U25	 t 1.36 !2.776) + 2.00 (?.7701 s ? P.M.
1.36 + 2,00
to test difference
X414 - X610
	 97.6 - 92
^	 2
S	 +	 S
	
1.36 + 2
	 -	 56 - 3.055
X414	 X610
	
1.43'
This does not lie within critical values f 2.776 and
therefore the 414 can be considered statistically significantely
better than the A610.
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TAH-29 Compared to 125610 Earphone to noise.
X 29	 92.2	 t.er	 - X-9()
i.et C	 • X-90
X125	
76.5
N	 5
29 29
8 64
4 16
0 0
0 0
- 1 1	 C29	 -	 1#2.2-90
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S 29
•	 N	 C2
29	 29	 29
N29-1
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X 29	 5
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71 25 	 4
N • 4
-.f f 1.
125 125
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-8 64
4 16
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81 - 5(2.2) 2	- 14.2
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2378 - 4 (-13.5) = 549.66
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33.17t.025
	
2.84(7.776) + 137.4(3.182) a 445.08
2.84 t 137.4	 140.24
92.2 - 76 5
	S2	 +	 S2
	
F1 .84 + 137.4
	
1.325
	
X	 X
Not Statisticall y Fig
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F i^
';he statistical s ivnf ic'ance for )oise 0. inelicatrd in
the matrix 1•clow:
ileadset In
column bel ow
is statistically
signs ficant when
compared to headset in
column to the right
1AH29 125610 1011 ► 1 10 5x5 1,T- 73 HS-2A HMD41 61
125010
-
-
I1"1D110
5x5
LT- 7 30 -
HS- 2A
HM1 ►414
A610
I
ndicates Statisticall y
 Signifi:ant
Microphone/Headset
(Not all combinations calculated)
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1	 1.0	 Scope
This report covers tht- results of performance tests that
were conducted on April 4, 5. and 26, 1977 cn the wireless microphone
for the Space Shuttle Program. These evaluations were performed in
I	 a shielded enclosure and in an open laboratory as outlined below:
{	 o The testing; in the shielded enclosure measured the operating:
1	
range of the wireless microphone system at various locations
1	 in the enclosure, with various alignmenm of the transmitter
antenna in reference to the receiving antenna, and with
the antenna aligned for minimum coupling.
The testing in the laboratory was to establish the minimum
RF level at the band pass filter output for normal system
operation.
2.0	 Test Location
The tests covered by this report were performed in
a) Copper screen shielded enclosure manufactured by
Ace Engineering and Manufacturing Company. The
enclosure inside dimensions are 19.5' x 19.5' x
9.5' high.
b) The laboratory area at Telephonics Corporation.
3.0	 Test Sample and Test Equipment
3.1
	
Test Sample
The test sample consisted of one transmitter and one receiver
unit.
	
The transmitter unit was powered by a battery pack and the
receiver unit by a 60 Hz power supply. The transmitter unit is identi-
fied as Prototype Serial #1 and the receiver is Prototype Seri11 411
without ICOM function. The receiver was modified by the installation
of a transformer at the output of the band pass filter. This four to
one auto transformer output was connected toa VTVM that provided for
voltage measurements of the RF energy level in each receiver.
3.2	 Test Equipment
The test equipment used for the shielded enclosures portion
of this evaluation is:
o HP 400D ISC 41120177 Cal due 6/10/77
HP 400 HR ISC 41120631 Cal due 6/10/77
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The following additional test equipment was employed fair
the laboratory area:
° fil l
 654P ISC 120464 Cal due 10/4/77
fill 4000L ISC 121042 Cal due 8/11/77
° 14' 3581C ISC 122105 Cal duce 6/10/77
° HP 3593A ISC 120918 Cal due 6/4/77
	
4.0	 Test Procedure
	
4.1
	
Shielded Enclosure Tests
A block diagram of the basic test setup is shown on Figure
VI of this report.
The location of the receiver and transmitter within the
enclosure is shown on Figures #2 and #3.
The following outlines the procedure used for all
measurements:
° RF voltage level was measured at the output of the bard
pass filters with MT1.
° Alignment of the receiver transmitter antenna is noted on
each data sheet.
° Physical location of transmitter and receiver within the
enclosure is shown on Figures#2 and #3 with the applicable
figure noted on the individual data sheets.
The data for this evaluation are recorded on Data Sheets 1
through 23.
	
4.2
	 Laboratory Area 'Pests
The purpose of this evaluation was to measure the relation-
ship of the RF level at the band pass filter output to the receiver
audio out put. A block diagram of the basic test setup is shown on
Figure #4.
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The following outlines the setup and measurement procedures
1	 used for this evaluation.
1. The receiver was modified by removing the antenna and
using a loop of wire approximately 2" diameter.
2. The transmitter RF signal was modulated with a 455 Hr
signal at an input level of 100 uv.
3. The transmitter and receiver antennas were aligned to
provide an RF level at the band pass filter at a pre-
determined level.
4. The RF level was measured and recorded as was the audio
output level.
5. Testing was also performed to measure the loading
effect resulting from the transformer that was installed
at the band pass filter output.
The data from this evaluation are tabulated on Data
SheeLq 4623 and 4124.
5.0	 Results
The following paragraphs outline the results of this
evaluation for each test setup.
5.1	 Shielded Enclosure
5.1.1	 Test Setup per Figure #2 with TX on Line 1
The data for this evaluation are tabulated on Data Sheets
1,4,5,10, and 20. The results are outlined below:
a) Data Sheet #1 indicates that, with this setup, the
system had an effective operating range greater than
15 feet. The measured RF level at 15 feet was 50
and 54 dB above one microvolt. The measured system
threshold (Data Sheet 4124) was 40 dB uv or 10 to 14
dB less than was possible with the test setup used
for the shielded enclosure tests. The range increase
for 10 dB is equal to a ratio of 1.47 or 22 feet and
a ratio of 1.7 or 26 feet for 14 dB.
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b) Data Sheets X14,5,10 and 20 are similar to Data Sheet
411, indicating an equivalent range.
These test results,in reference to similar tests that
were performed in open areas at Telephonics, indicate
that the range was decreased from approximately 30 feet
to 24 feet when the system is operated in a meta]
enclosure.
5.1.2	 Test Setup Per Figuro 412 with TX on Line 2A - 2B.
The data for this evaluation are tabulated on Data Sheets
2,3,6,9,15,21 22 and 23. The results are outlined below.
a) Data Sheet X12 indicates that, with this setup on Line
2A, the system had an effective operating range of
greater than 15 feet. The increased range is in the
order of 22 feet. Data with the TX on line 2B indicates
that the levels are lower when the TX is located in
the corner of the enclosure.
b) Data Sheets#3,6,9 and 23 are similar to Data Sheet X12.
c) Data Sheet #15 hasthe data with the transmitter next
to the floor and wall of the enclosure. At a range of
7.2 feet, the RF output level was 8 to 10 dB above
threshold for a calculated range of 10.5 feet.
d) Data Sheet X121 hasthe data with the receiver on the
floor 4 feet from the enclosure corner. The trans-
mitter was next to the enclosure floor and wall. These
data indicate that the system range was limited for
this condition and that the field attenuation did not
conform to a distance cube function. The field attenua-
tion is 4th to 5th power of distance. The calculated
range for this configuration is 6.5 to 7.5 feet.
e) Data Sheet X122 hasthe data with the receiver on the
floor and the transmitter on the floor 28" from the
wall. These data indicate that the system range is
between 6.2 and 8.1 ff. Correcting the range, using
the data from data Sheet #24, results in a range of
10.6 feet.
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I
5.1.3	 Test SetUJ) per Figure #2 with TX on Line 3A and B
The data from this evaluation are tabulated on Data Sheets
J	 #7 and #8. This test was performed on a 2 and 3.66 foot spacing. The
data does not show a major difference between Line A and Line B.
	
5.1.4	 Test Setup per Figure #3 with TX on Line 1.
The data for this evaluation are tabulated on Data Sheets
#11, 13, and 14. The results are outlined below:
a) Data shee p #11 and #14 indicate that the system effective
operating, range is 4 to 6 feet. Correcting the range
using the data from Data Sheet #24 results in an effec-
tive range of 7.7 feet using the data from Data Sheet
#11.
b) Data Sheet #13 indicates that the range is increased
when the transmitter is moved away from the enclosure
wall and floor. The effective range is 8 feet and 11.7
feet with correction.
	
5.1.5	 Test Setup poer Figure #3 with TX on Line 2.
The data for this evaluation are tabulated on Data Sheet
#12. The results indicate that the system effective range is between
6 and 8 feet. The effective range is 10.6 feet with correction.
	
5.1.6	 Test Setup per Figure 13 with TX on Line 3
The data for this evaluation aretabulated on Data Sheet
#16 and #17 and outlined below:
a) Data Sheet #16 indicates that the system effective
operating range is approximately 10 feet. The effec-
tive range is 15.25 feet with correction.
b) Data sheet #17 indicates that the system effective
operating rangL is 10 feet. The effective range is
16.5 feet with correction.
The above indicates a small improvement due to spacing
the TX away from the floor.
	
5.1.7	 Test Setup per Figure #3 with TX on Line 4.
The data for this evaluation are tabulated on Data Sheets#18
252
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and #19 and outlined below:
r) Data Sheet #18 indicates that the system effective
operating range is approximately 10 feet. The effective
range is 17 feet when corrected.
b) Data Sheet #19 indicates that the system effective
operating range is increased to 12 feet when the Tx
is moved away from the floor. The effective range is
17 feet when corrected.
F1
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